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In this study an attempt has been made to 

ex•mine the S'ocial structure am social ~obility 

in the USSB. At a more enalytica1 level, it is 

proposed t~ ~ine structural changes and structur•l 

developme-nts in the USSR. The study begins with a 

discussion of tr~ theore-t1c:a1 models of studying 

the social' structure both from the Marxist and 

liberal perspectives • After giving a brief account 

of the -evo~~ution of the cnncept i,n the history 

of ideas_. Tne basic t..'ltrust of t:he pres.ent exercise 

has be-en to evaluate Soviet performance in building 

new type of s,ocfal structur~. The evaluati-on is 

done from the M~rxist pe~rs:p-t!Ctfv,e, since the Soviet 

state has accepted Marxism as the perspective on 

the basis of which the society is to be constructed. 

The interrelated questions regarding social stratification 

and social mobility and social inequalities are also 

dealt with in the undertaken study, though they 

are not given deta !led treatment. 

The Soviet experience towards building a new 
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I•'> 1 s-oc:f;aJ -struc'tDre arrl in -e-limi:nating the ~:~dt-ies ilnd 

cnns~tz:_oct:i:on ·encount-ered •- -nnmber of pr.o~bl:.ems Which 

vc-rried from the hostilitv of th~ forme--r exploiting 

c las-s,e:s to the res is ta:nc-e f:rom the peaS:iUltry -and other 

petty•bourgeoise sections. It. has been COD$tantly 

etgreed in this study that inspite of various draw backs, 

the Sovi-et efforts were on the whole in li-ne wit-h 

the- id~"l-o.g:ical frame: c:f t'l'le- Marxian modre:L. "lt had 

lim-it.-arl-ons which were largely the o-utcome- c.f 

historic-al circumstetnces. Indeed stA:ti:f::tc.t.ion is 

t:~latively more popular topi-c among Sov-.1~ -s,ociOlogists 

than American sociologists. Certain new social 

probl.ems (disproportions l bearing on stra:tification 

and mobility appeared in Soviet society in 1960"'s 

the period which also witnessed the comi.ng of the 

Scientific and Technolog!c.al Revolution (S"TR). 

Though the study is b.a-sed on the M~rxist 
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method of aMlysis, its -~- ~ not confi~ 

to books and articles written w:ith t.h~ Milrxist approa-ch 

or to Sovie·t sources or..:l:y~ :.tn --~-t ~ of its 

important findings are dcer:ivt!d from the- w·orks of 

Western scholars. 

This study hu been dl!Vided i.nto three 

chapters and a conclusion. The first chapter seeks 

to a-nalyse historical d~~lopmen:t o£ the concept 

of • Sdc !ill Structure • .am ~ d~ff.-f·erenc:es between 

liberal ilOO Marxian conc;ept o£ social structure. 

The second c.ha-pter dea.ls with s-tructural 

changes in the USSR after the Bols·hevfk revolution. 

It also seeks to exilmine shortcomings in the initial 

stages. 

The next chapter is directly concerned with 

the subject matter, Which d~als with socio-class 

differences, and development of new cl-.s-ses and also 

deals with social homoge-~ity in the Soviet society. 



The· methodolo-gy followed in th!:s s·tudy is 

mainl-y h:tsto.ric.al a'Mlytical baos~ on the data 

ccnt:a:l.na'! in Primary and Secondary so~urc·es • 



SOCIAL STR:VCl'lJRE_ ,b":§D -SOCIAL f'KtB.lLI'l'Ya 

A THEO.RET-'!CA'L to~ 



SOc:fa,l structure is a ball,_i'c o::>~pt in sociolog:ic.al 

analys-is.. '!bere- a_re imeed conf-licting perceptions of what 

constitutes: a soe:ial structure. Her:bert Spencer was the 

Bxs:t t-h:fnir:er to th.~ light on -thee. -s::tructures of a soc:i'ety• 

H~~ bi.s· ~eption was l.arge~y pa-rtial. Likewis~e 

DlJrk)1!=lA'11 also marle a futile at.tempt to d:efine parameters of 

s ... -F. Nadel in his analysis o£ soc:i:&l structure 

t:be pa~ or net work (or sys':temJ -of re:lationship obtainin9 

betw-een -actors in the·ir capacity of p:l-8¥-ing roles re·lativoe-
1. 

to one- another•.... Nadel s-eeks to explain that structure refers 

to a difi.nable articulation, an ordered arrangement of parts • 

.I·t .1-:s related to outer aspect, or t·ne f:r.amework of a soc.ei ty 

a·nd is totally unconcerned with the functional aspect of a 

society. Thus he emphasizes that the S<;>eial structure refers 

t-o the: mrtwor.k of s:OCial relat.ionsbips which emerge .in the 

1. S.F. 'Node.is., The theory of social structure (London, 1969), 

p.12:.. 
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process of h-uman tnt-eraction based on status heirarc·hy, etc. 

arrangeme;nt o£ pa,rts- w:hich can be tre_a:_ted as trall5:por+_ab1e,. 

be.iJl9 relativ-e±y :tnvari.oe-nt while the. parts thems;e±_v..es are 

available To1:.ccl:t Pars-ons another noted soci~l:ogist- analysed 

s:ocial structure i-n t-he following terms "Social structure is 

a t-erm applied to the particular arra-ngement of the inter

related institutions, agencies and social patterns as well 

as the status an:l rol-es which each person assumes .in the 

• 2 .group • 

Tolcott Parsons has .tried to e.xplai.n the co:nc:ept o£ 

:K>ci.al struc~tune' in: an abstract form,. All the units o-f 

s-ocial structure, -i .• e. institutions, agencies, s.o:cial patterns, 

status, and roles are invisible an:J intangible am hence 

are abstract. He has emphasized that the status and roles 

of individuals are determined by customs, traditions and 

conventions of society. These statuses give birth to differen~ 

institutions, agencies and patterns. All these when inter

related and orga-nised in a particular manner build ·the social 

structure of society. Social structure is concerned with 

forms of inter-relationships between t-hese units ra-tber t-han 

/ 
2. Parsons f"falcot~ Essays in Sociological theory, Revs. ed., 

( New Del hi)_, -p-.84 
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with the units. These units const-it-ute society. The 

ordered arrangement soe-en be'tWeen tbes-1! units is s-oc~ial 

structure. Talcott Parsons ho.s d:esc:riJ:Jed four types o:f 

social values: Univers:al±s't.ic social values, Particula,ristic 

social values, achiev-ed soc:i.al values aoo ascribed social 

values. 

Universal social values are those which are fc~nd ' 

almost in every society -am· aT1! appTfcable to ~ery--body., 

Particularisti-c ~ocia1 values are- the features o.f pax~t±cular 

societies and thosoe d:i:ff:er from society to society. Social 

• structure is the w-e-b of !nt.eracting social force--s fiom 

which have ar::..s~n var-io.us modes of- observing and th-inking. 

Social ~t:ructure is concerned with the principle forms of 

social organization, i.-e,. types of groups, associa-tions 

and institutions, and the complex of these constitute 

society. 3 

The components o:f soci-al struc-ture are human "beings 

and the structure- its-elf being an arra-ngement o£ persons. 

,/!!!':' 

3. Ginsburg, Rea-son and unreason in society, ( Lojx3o-n, 1962), · 

p.le. ~·· 
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The various modes of grouping together comprise th~ complex 

pattern of social structure. In the analysis of the social 

structure the role of dive....rs~ attitudes and interests are 

4 
rev~aled. 

' 

Apparantly what is central to all these percertions 

is the idea that social structure is an abstract ph@.nomeoon, 

which refers to the external aspect of a-society. Its 

units are groups, institutions, associations and organizations. 

When men relate then-.selves to each other, they establish 

structural forms. Soc i.al structure is thus made up of th~se 

structural forms, which are arranged in a~ interrelated way·, 

to enable the society to function through these structural', 

units. Institutions, associations, groups, organizations ' 

community are parts of social structure, institutions 

through which it functions. The meaning of social structur~ 

can easily understood if we take the example of an organic 

structure known as body, which is an arrangement of different 

parts. The l:x:>dy works through these parts which are inter- · 

dependent and inter-related. Though the parts of organic 

4. Mcclver and Page, Society an introductory: analysis 
I'" 

MadraS : p.212 Macmillan (1986) / 
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structure are the same in every case, yet the forms~ of 
I 

organic structure of the people differs. That is to say 
I 

that evert social structure has a family, religion, :political 
I 

organization, economic institutions land area etc. 'However, 
I 

concrete forms of social structure are not identica1. 

Harry M. Johnson writes, "The structure of anything 

consists of the relatively stable inter-relationship's among 

its parts; moreover, the term 'part• itself implies p 

certain degree of stability. Since a social system 1s 

composed of the inter-related acts of people, its structure 
I 

must be sought in some degree of regularity or recurrence 

in these acts". 5 

I 

Thus according to Johnson the term 'structure' itself 

is a pattern of stability, which is created by the inter-

relation of the parts. These parts are the groups ana sub-

groups of society. He does not mean by stability tha~ 
! 

there is no change at all in the structure, but actua1ly 

he means that it is comparatively stable. For example, 

~ 

5. Johnson, H.M., Socioloby, A Systematic introduction ed., 
by RobertQ;t;l K Marton~ Bombay; Allied 1973. 
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the structure of conununity consists of inst·itutions and 
I 

associations which in turn consists of human beings. Every 

human being is alloted a particular status a.oo role to 

perform. With the death of the individual there is no change 

in the status and role itself. The new incumbent who 

succeeds the deceased person is again to perform the same 

role in the same status. Thus the status and the role are 1 

relatively stable which in turn make the structure stable. 

Among the constituent parts of social structure Johnson 

includes groups, sub-groups, roles re-gula·tive norms and 

cultural values. 

There is broad concensus in all the cas,es that 

structure means essentially the inter-relation arrangement 
I 

of parts in some total enttty, or a whole and that the 

adjective • social • specifies the character of that 'whole • 

which is society or any of its sub-divisions excluding 

culture. 

Imeed, the economic, polftjcal and other structures 

of society may be viewed as various rather different aspects 

of its social structure. The Marxist approach, on the other 

~-~-
/'-7'-

6. Node!, n.I, p.4 
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ham, to social development reveals the determining role 

of the system of economic rel.ations, i.e."' the economi-c 

structure, in relation to other social struc·tures, notjng 

simultaneously the signif]!ccux:e of the rev-ers~ infl.uenc.e 
'"the 

ofL latter on the economi-c structure. The relations Whi'c.h 

determine the functioning of s:epara.te spheres or tns·t::ttlltiom; 

of societal life constitute the social structure of productio:n., 

politics, science, leasure and so on~ Finally,· social 

structure more precisely., social composition - in terms o£ 

the distribution a·nd q:oa·nt~i:tative inter-re1ations o·f c~as's-es, 

of socia.l groups, as w,ell as of strata, professional cultural 

and other groups can be c.o::r:rectly uooerstrod ,:.: 

only in conjunction with 

the inter-relations of appropriate institutions spheres of 

society and types of division of labour, i.e. only through 

7 the social structure of society as a whole. 

The social structure of a society may be considered 

on three plariis: first the functional plane, i.e. as an 

7. S.F. Nadel, The theory of socia_l structure (London, 1969), 

Also see in A. Levad11 Social Structure" in Murray Yanowitch 

Wesley A. Fisher. ed., Social Stratification and Mob li i 

the USSR ~New York, 1973), p.4 
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ordered system of framework of social activity, ensuring 

the functi-oning and development of a particular Whole; the 

units of analysis in this case are distinct spheres of the 

social d-ivision of labour and social institutions: 

Secondly, the organizational plane, i.e. as a system o.f 

relations forming different types of social groups, character~ 

istic of a given social system; the units of analysis in 

this case are collective, organizations and their structural 

elements and finally as a system of orientation of social 

action (collective and ind !vidual) the units of analysis 

in such an approach to social structure and elements of 

• social act~on are roles, goals and means motives and stimuli_; 

norms and standards, programmes and t-heir elements etc. 

All thes.e approaches to the social structure of a s-ociety 

may be considered as different cross sections which complemen-t 

each other, each of them permits theoretical and empir_!cal 

analysis, although the degree and forms of their corresponaenc 

to each other are not alike and make furrlamental differences. f 

The main concern of western sociology, i.e. structural 
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and functional sociology bas been the actions of indiviquals 

and collectives (rulers, armies etc). Action has an orfentati< 
l 

when it is guided by the mea'n-i:n-g whtch the actor attache<s 
I 

to it in its relations-hip to hi-:s goals and !nterests.9 

That organised sector o£ an actor. s orientation Which 

constitutes arrl d-efines his partie ipation in an interactd.ve 

process is the "role". It is the "role" which is the 

10 most significa.nt variable o£ social structure. Roles 

differ i.n their s-pecific goals and cognative orientationS and 

signify the need -disposition of different individual actors 

to social or non-social objects, and on the· bas is of whic1h 

they interact with each other and with the social system 

as a whole. The social system allocates facilities and 

rewards, i.e. power, prestige and income tofulfil the neEd-
' 

disposition of actors playing different roles. S:5nce these 

facilities and rewards a-re scarcer in society, it is 

allocated in different amount to the actors and thus 
- 11 

ensures the system of social strat±f ication. 

9. Tolcot{Parsons and Edw-ard A. S-hils, ed., Towards General 

Theory of Action (New Yrol<:, 1962), p.4. 

1 O. Ibid., p.23. 

11 • Ibid •, pp. 196 
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••• •-•• •the str.rture of a society through abstracting from 

t.he concrete population and its behaviour the pattern or

network (or !s-ystem') of relationships obtai.ning betw-ee,n 

ac·tors in their capacity of playing roles relative to one 

anoth:er",.12 

According to the structural functional approach, 

societies and organised units within societies, i.e., groups, 

as.soe:ia-t.ions, institutions etc •• have a structure, or can 

be re:ga:n:led as units d !splaying a structure. A structure 

esse:nt~ally incorporates not only its parts, but als-o the 

mechanism of inter-relationship of its parts. In the 

structural analysis the basic unit is the "role", i.e. a 

complex o-f behaviour expectations which are associated 

with a g.iven social position or status,. the human ioo iv idual 

in the fullness of his expressions figures only as an 

incumbent of such position and "player" of a role. The 

relation between roles and their agglomerations around 

certa.in institutional spheres (occupation, education, 

family politics etc.) are expressed by the concept of 

f-unc-tion, that is to say, by their latent or explicit 

12 __ • Node~, n. I, p.12. 
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(manifest) consequences for the functioning_ of the 

total structure. Thus, the structure of a society, in 

such an approach, presents itself in its most formal 

aspects as a functional system the units of which are 

social roles and role sets.13 

Marxism on the other hand demonstrates the 

connection of social classes.14 With a particular phase 

of the development of production am consequently reveals 

the functional structure (the division of labour and 

private prope-rty) which serves as the bas is of the 

extstence of the corresponding social groups. Thls also 

makes its possible to approach scientifically both the 

organizational structure of a society and social 

action.15 

Since Marx's main concern was social change, 

th;e category cf social structure therefore was no more 

than a tool to tackle this problem; his theory of 

13.Rolf Dahremorf, Class am Class Conflict in industrial 
society (London and Henley, 1976), p.120. 

14.V.I. Lenin, A Great Beginning Collected Works (Moscow, 1965) 
Vol.29, p.421. 

lS.Levada, n.s, p.4 
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class was not a theory of a c~~ - section of society 

arrested. in time, in part-icular, ·not a theory of social 

stratification but a tool for the explanation of changes 

in total societies. "In elaborating aoo applying his 

theory of class, Marx wa-s not guid-ed by the question 

'How does a given society in fact look at a given 

point of time• but by the que.s·tio.n 'How does the structure 

16 ' of a society change?' Fo·r .him the concept of class 

was not static but 'dynam±c • OO't •descriptive • but 

•analytical'. He w·as mainly c-oncerned with the analysis 

of certain laws o.f soci-al development a.nd of the forces 

involved in this process. 1 7 

Marxist cc·ncept:i.un of .social struct1,1re is dichotomic 

a generalization for the whale soc.ietyof~Hl"'asymmetric 19 

relation ·in which one side is pr:iviledged at the expense 

of the o-ther; soc-i-ety .is d:iriaed fn·to two correlative 

and diame-trically opposed cl-as:B"es in s-uch a way that each 

16. Dahrendorf, n.l3, p.19. 

17. Ibid. 

18. This asymmetric relatio'D can assume forms: First the 
relation. 
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of them is characterized by the relatio-n of its 

19 
tnenFbers ·to the members of the opposed c:las s. This 

dichotomic division of society applies to slave-owning 

socie~ty, feudal society, capitalist society and even 

socialist society but does not apply to primitive 

communal or communist society; since in the last two 

s,o.cie:ties t.here is no private property ctnd hence no 

e,(ploita:trr-e division of labour -collecti-ve> ownership 

o:f ·the means o·f production and an egal.itarlan distri.butio·n 

o£ products prevail. 

wn-11-e analys:ing a division bas-ed an the rel:t"i:one 

of ownership, i.e. rich and poor, the dichotomy usually 

clas:hes with the fact that there are grad-tf.~tion of wealth 

with a w-hole range of i.ntermediate posit:io·n. Similarly, 

~-state o-r caste privileges are taken as the principle 

o£ d~±v-islo-n., ·the clash with reality is apparant everywhere 

w'here the es:tate o·r caste hierarchy is not confined to 

the c:U:v is ion between free men and slaves or between nobles 

a-nd the ordinary people. 2 0 

19. Ibid .... 

2 O. Ibid., p. 32 
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I.n the Marxian co:nc-e.ption of soc !ell classes, 

viewed as groups determined by their relation to the 

means of production, there are three criteria of a 

dichotom!c division. Two of them are particularly 

important; First, the ownership or non-ownership of 

the means of product!on1 am secorxlly, the employment 

or non-employme.nt of a hired labour force. The overlapp.ing 

of these two criteria lead~s to, wha.t Ossowski calls, a 

t:hree-tier. sys-tem, through the s.epara·tio.n of the class 

of those who own the mea~ns of production but do not 

employ hired la-lxmr ,Cf'ld work themS-elv-es o-n it. This 

overlapping is not alien to Marxism. In any society 

characterized by oppress:-io_n am exp~oitation of one 

class by another., ·the domina'Dt au-tagonistic relation 

tends to ccnc:ea.l to the exist-ence of the other groups 

a:nd o-ther confl.icts Eram: ·the- major oppressed c las·s. 

Thus fo;r the serf., suc-±ety 1;s compo:s.ed, above all, 

of lnrds arxl serfs, far the iD:lustrial worker, it 

is composed of workerS am cap:!-talis·ts. In order to 

emphas !~ those aspects of soc.i-al structure that are 

most important from a class perspec-tive, the knowledge 

of existence of ot:her groups is pushed on to the margin 
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21 
of awareness. Wb.ile noting the ins-f,g-nif icance of the 

differentiation of a hierarchy of privileged classes 

from the view-point of the lowest cla-s-s Engels wrote: 

In speaking of the bourgeoise I include the 

so-called aristocracy for this is a privileged 

class, as aristocracy, only in C-ontrast with 

the proletafiat. The proletaria.n s-ees in. oo·th 

only the property - holders, i:.,e,._, the 

bourgeoise. Before the privile-ge of property 
22 all other privileges vanish. · 

Moreover, in the periods o£ cl:ass--strug_gl_e, 

emphasis on the dichotomic conceptions of social 

structure and overlooking of the intermediate po-sit.ion 

between the two contend 1 ng cla-sses •-becomes a-n important 

propaganda factor for those whose stra-t-egy is be-st sui ted 

by th tr . f -i 1 f nt 1 i • 23-· :e s - ess' ng o s~ng- .e .ro: . ne • While tal(- i ng 

1 nto account the contemporary rea1 i ty o£ i:nt-enned~iate 

groups, Marx aoo Engels also postulated the polarization 

21. Ibid., pp. 33-34. 

22. F. Engels, "The Corrl i tio-ns of the Working C1ass in England", 
in K.· Marx & F. E.ngels On Brttain (Mos-cow,, 19'53), pp.31 0-11, 
cited in Ossowski, n.18, 34-35 .• 

23. Ossowski, n.ls, pp.34-35. 
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-

of so.ciety in two classes as the outcome of further 

historical development. This also reinforced their 

dichotomic image of society in an era of class struggle. 

Besides, in Marxist conception, which regards the 

diametrically opposed classes as the main component 

of social structure, the intermediate classes are less 

i~rtant and less enduring due to the fact that i-t iS 

a typic-ally marginal class and in course- of sharp conflicts'~ 

it must Join with one or other of the two opposite 

c·la.sses. Its extstenc-e therefore does not depriv~ 

the s:ocial structure of its d ichotomic character but 

only blunts its sharpness. 24 

The alternative to this d ichotomic conception o£ 

social structure, i.e., the gradation of social groups on the 

bas is of wealth, the a-mount of property or the size o·f 

a person's ·share in the national income, or the ~tlo.aa'l 
' 

qualification does not provide any sci~ntific enq:u::L.-y 

into social s-tructure and obliterates the basic tmits 

of soci,al forces in it. 

24. Ibid., p.l9. 
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Marxist Approach to Social Structure umer Socialism: 

In Marxist theory, the social structure of a 

socialist society is not marked by the absence of classes 

or strata. The social inequality that persists 

during the stage of socialism is a 'legacy• from 

autagon.istic social orders. Because of social nature 

of property, the equality of all members in rel-ation 

to the means-~oduction, the equal_i.ty in leadership 

functions, and the community of basic economic interests, 

there are no antipodal or antagonistic social groups 

in a socialist society. However, differences still 

remain (a) in relation to socialist property, associated 

with it·s ex·istence in two principal forms (this is 

the chief bas:is for residual social differences 

between the warktng class a-nd the collective farm 

peasantry), arrl (b) in the degree of utilization 

of property (this- is the basis for differences under 

socialism be·twee:n workers of differing skills and 

complexity of la:bour, between personnel in mental and 
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25 manual labour, between urban and rural reside:nts). 

Since differences of the first type - in relation 

to the means of produc-tion - are not inherent, in the 

first phase of communism they are overcome more rapidly 

than differences of the second type, which are conditioned 

by an unequal degree of actual· utilization o.f property 

26 and which persist co.nsiderably longer. 

The totality of such :socio-eco_nomic di:ffcere:nc-es 

characterizes that system of social relationship which 

is reproduced on the bas is of socialist production 

relations, but which is developing in the'direction of 

the gradual elemination of these differenc-es. In long 

run, differences betwe-en m.=>ntal and ma·mral wo-rker, 

difference between toWn and country will disappear. 

When socialism liquida-te.s private prnp-.._rty, i.t elim:inates 
& 

the consequences of private propertyiantego:nis·tic 

classes. 

2 5. O.I. Shkaratan, Sources of social differentiation of the 
working class in Soviet society. In Yanowitch and Fisher, 
n. 7, p.l o. 

26. Ibid. 
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Distinction Between the two Approaches: 

In opposition to structural - functionalism 

the Marxist theory of classes provides a genuin!ly 

scientific basis for understanding the social structure 

of any society and all the process of its change, 

including social mobility. The essential differences 

be~ween these two approaches can be formulated as 

f·ol_lows: 

First of all, Marxist sociology, according to 

the pri~iple of dialecties,examines a society not 

abstractly but as a historically evolved, qualitatively 
e.. 

d!finite type o:f society. Although certain general 

laws of social development operating af,-.all stages of 

historical progress among all the people of the earth 

can be discovered, the social structure of every 

social order is distinct from the proceeding am 

fo~lowing ones and, therefore, its specific fea~-es 

must be revealed. In contrast to this, the attempt 

o·f the functionalist to divide every society into the 
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same layers ( •st:rata •) iooepeooently of the prevailing 

socio-economic order cannot be regarded as scientific. 

Thus the social - class structure of capitalist and 

socialist societies are fundamentally different and 

hence, all arguments concerning their "increasing 

similarity", or "convergence", and the like, must be 

. ted 27 reJec • 

Secom, in a,nalysing social structure, scientific 

sociolo-gy bas,es itscelf on the ma,terialist conception 

of social life. Le-nin wrote that a basic idea of 

Marx and Enge.ls was that social relations are divided 

into material am ideological relations. The latter 

represent only a s:uper-struc-ture relative to the 

former, which are formed the will and consciousness of 

human beings ••.••• -., Therefore., in s-tudying the division 

of ·society into "SOCial groups, the foundation of this 

division must be sought in differences in their economic 

27. M.N. Rutkevich and F.R. Filippov, Principles of the 
Marxist approach to social structure and social 
mobility .. in Yanowitch and Fishev,. n.7, pp. 229-30. 
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28 
position. The Marxist theory of classes is basoed 

on the materialist conception of the development of 

society as an objective or, in Marx's expression, 

"natural-historical process". 

In contra:::t to this, the prevailing not.io-n 

in current bourgeoise sociology is that the positio-n; 
I 
I of individ-uals is determined by a Astatus hierarchy" 

a-nd that this depends on the "scale of value-s-" in 

the given society. viewing these "values .. pa-rticular:ly 
I 

Pre-stige, as criteria of social statu~ bourgeoise 

sociologists derive the social division of society 

from manife-stations of consciousness, Public c>p.inion~ 
I 

29 
etc. 

Along w~ th the concept of • status • i:he funct.i¢r,al 

s<>c iologists introduced the concept of ".s:cc:i:a~ r:o.l!es·r 
which are varied in their totality determine the _posi:t.io.n 

of the irrl ±vidual in a society. The soc-ial reloe o£ the 

_........_.. __ 
DISS 

305.5130947 
K9601 So 

• 
1111111111111111111111111 1 

28. Ibid. p • .231. l TH3092 
l~ 

29. Ibid. 
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individual is essentially his function- in society, 

and this respect, therefore, the argument contains an 

element of truth. But Bourgeoise sociologists 

inject ecleticism aoo sub- jecthdsm in to their "role 

theory". In the first place they treated social role 

:s~b- jectively divorcing it from objective social 

position and the functJons associated with it. Secor.dly, 

in studyi·ng the multiplicity of 'roles' they do not 

distinguish the principal role ~function) at all, or 

d:i.sting:".:llsb :i:t arbitarily. In reality, among the 

variety af fu-nctions or roles, there exists a basic 

function or role Which i$ determined by the objective 

positio-n of the irrlividual am of the group of which 

he is a member in the system of economic relations.30 

According to Marxist sociological approach to social 

st:r\!c-tu:r:e the main differences in position in the 

system as economic relations are essentially differences 

between social classes. Hence class composition and 

30. Ibid. 
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c.l•s·s r~l•tions determine the principill feiltur~s of 

soci•l structure of society, am thus, the _functions of 

groups and the individuals in them, as well as the totality 

31 of 'roles'belonging to them. 

Thirdly, in elucidating the social structure 

Marxist sociology and bourgeoise soc iolo;y differ in 

their approach to economic characteristics. This is 

particularly important to consider, since along with 

such features of social divisfo;n as prestige, power, 

and educatio-n, the works of oourgeotse soc io1ogi sts 

and economists assign a role to such obj-ective economic 

f-ea-tures as income level am OCCL-"J'(i-tion. 
c. 

The e1ecticism 
A 

inherent in bourgeoise sociology is manifested in the 

fact that all these features {arrl frequently many others -

for example religion, ethnic background, etc.) are examined 

in parallel, without elucidating their internal connections. 

I.f _ the i.nter connection betwe~m any two factors is 

examined, for example, income a:nd education it is done 

32 in purely empir-ical terms. 

31. Ibid, 234. 

32. I-bid., p.232 • 
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The outlines of actual Amer:fcan class 

s-tructure that emerge from the inequality of income, 

wealth and economic, power, "Kolko states that the 

characterizing •class' one must also consider, cultural, 

rae ial arrl other factors. In many stud !es, he 

asserted the latter •overshadow• the economic basis 

of c.lass-· Bo~urgeoise sociologists gave importa:nce to 

concepts lik~-~ power, prestige, culture, they d-.td 

not give much impo.rtance to the economic factor. 

In the l_ight o_f above we may argue that the 

Marxian approach to social structure is more who.1esome. 

It gives us a greater insight into functional mechanism 

of a s·ystem, as also its dynamic evolution. 

Social Mobil tty: 

A ft.uJa.mental characteristic of systems o£ 

strat-lf ica·t.io~n is the extent to which they are open 

or rigid. .How muc-h opportunity is there to mov·e from 

one positio·n to a'nother in a s~iety? The study of 

such movement - the reasons or sources • the patterns, 
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33 and the consequences is the s-tu:ty of social mobility. 

Like social structure we can elaborate what 

are the ccmmon features and specific character of 

social mobility in a socialist society as compared to 

capit~list society. The common features are conditioned 

by the fact that capitalism and soci.a.li.sm coexist in 

our epoch and are a·t approx f-mactely the same level of 

development of product.ive fo-rces .. , an;'f thus can not help 

34 but have comroon feat·ures. ~~ desp-ite equal 

level approximately of devel:opmen:t of ·t:nefr productive 

forces, these two social formations are fundamentally 

different as regard:s the nature of their economic and 

there-fore, all other social relatio'l'l3-,. .From this thelte 

also follow"'fun:j.ame~ntal dif·fere:rres in the nature- and 

results o-f the process of :s.oc:ial 1l'ICI.:bility-. 

33. Melvin M. Tumin, Social Stra-tification rorms and functions 

of unequally pre:nt2ce-Hall of Ia3 ia Pvt. Ltd. ( N. Delhi, 

1981), p.87. 

34 • M.N. Rutkewich A.B-.. Pbil.ipov, n.2:7,. p-.234 
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In a perfactly open society eve-ryone•s ehance-- to 

locate the position most suitable for laws is et'l_~~l, 

restricted only by his relative suitability and preference 

for the position. Moreover, suitability for a particular 

task is a function of native taient alone. Neither birth, 

fathe-r• s pos it.ion nor differential access to training 

or metivation would in any way impede the free flow :o-£ 

persons into their most suitable circles. This type o:f 

o:pen soc-iety we can firxi in socia-lis-t c:ountr±es. W'"ne...----e-

as in capitalist societies social structure !:S froz-en 

so that once individuals are assigned to a place, ~ually 

at birth, they are unable to advance, for Jnstaneel' as in 

cas~s-ystem in llXIia or House of Lords in Lotdon where 

they get their status at their birth, these two are example 

for the closed society. 

Social mo-bility is obviously a complex pbe'.aomeno.:n. 

for addition to the three directions in which movement 

can take place, there in the dimension of time.!bat is 

change can occur from one generation to ano-ther (J:nterge-ne

rational mobility) or within one generatio:n {~geDeratio:na~ 
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mobility) or one can be concerned with the amount 

of time, inter or intragenerational, that it takes for 

persons to move from one set of position to another. 

A third dimention by which systems of mobility 

in the co:ntext or institution i.n which mobility occurs. 

Here refe-rs to occupa-tional or educational mobi-lity, 

mobility in general evolutio·g. 

A f·orth aspect is the unit of mobility imividuals, 

famili~es., groups, state or whole society35 all of 

these units, as well as culture are the proper objects 
u 

of study in the Sav ie-t union we can find f~rth types of 

mobility, where whole society inte-nsified great 

mobility. 

In a socialis-t society, as a result of fumamental 

changes in the social class structure, most of tbe real 

barriers to social mobility must disappear. The 

character and social consequences of mobility change 

35. Melvin M. Tumin, n.33, p.aa 
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qualitatively, and finally, the nature-of the 

stimuli which impel people to change their social 

position also changes. For the first time this 
t 

mobility becomes one of the forms of gradual elimination 

of social differences. 

But certain features, corrlitioned by level of 

material productio-n, crea-te a number of similar terrlencies 

in s:ocial mobility. Demogra-phic process also exercise 

a similar influence on social ·mobility, the decline-

in birth rates ass-ociated with the growth of the urban 

·population arrl the employment of women in production, the 

increase in the average length of life and the change 

in the rate of 'rt>tation• associated with thts ,i.fl!. the 

renewal of employed personnel in different fields of 

activity. Social mobility o.f youth urrler both capita.lism 

:a~nd socialism is affected by the inevetable lengthe-ning 

of the tralning per-iod f·or work •ssociated with scie-ntific 

technical progresses. The theory of co-nvergence of 

capitalism and socialism, are the ideas of a common 

industrial society and the like speculated precisely on 

these common features, studiously avoiding aoo igm>ring 

the fund•mentill differences be~een c•pit•lism ilnd soci•lsm 

including the differences !n the process of soci•l mobility. 
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The conceptual reproduc~ion of Soviet social 

reality is perhaps inconceivable without a ret~linq · 

of the conceptual instrument of analysis. .A meaningful 

sociological balance-sheet of Soviet social system 

is eminently con::eivable only within the conceptual 

framework of Marxism - Leninism, which must not be 

viewed only as a doctrine that merely serves the 

ne£arious ends of 1 Propaganda 1 • It is imperatively 

importa.nt becaus.e it sets the conceptual framework, 

w.·ith qu~ite a sophist-icated logic, of Soviet Weltanscha:nng,, 

w:h·icll oblrioualy has been the guiding force in the long 

proces.s of reconstruction of society. Any meaningful 

work on Soviet society is possible only within the 

.framework of a clear urxlerstanding of Marxist -Leninist 

theory, whic~h will have the merit of •Knowing and 

tl:ID:erstaoding' the system from with-in. So we can s.a:y 

~more useful and productive discussion can be fac'ilita--ted 

on the basis of, or ra-ther within the co-nc:eptual frawe
t 

work of Marxi~ sociol..ogy. It will be our .spec.ial. 

end,eavour to trace the ideological and the his-torical 

roots of socio-economic structures, and the v-ariables 

o:f Soviet ·pol..lcy designed to change the imperatives -O.f 

the social sy.stem inherited from the past. 



ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

IN THE TRANSITION PERIOD { 1917 - 1940 ) 
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While studying the problem of genesis and 

evolution of social structure in the Soviet society 

it is necessary to have a searching look at the historical 

background with a view to comprehending the nature and 

scope of social change in the Soviet period. 

The late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

Russia was an amalgam of feudal and capitalist modes 

of production. The nobility and serfs played a major 

role in agriculture and the whole nobility was depen1ent 

upon the Tsar who used to rule by divine rights. As 

the fol~owtng tables reveal, the laoo was mainly 

monopolized by nobility. 

Table - I 

Division of Labour in 1905 

No. of Owners 
(in Millions) 

Poorest Peasantry 1 o.s 
Middle Peasantry 1. 0 
Rich Peasantry & 1 5 Medium Estates • 
Big land owners estates 
appange crown land industrial 
& marcantil4 capital 0. 03 
Not divided in group 

Total 13.03 

Million 
Desyantin 
larrl (Des
yatin&2.6 
acres) 

75.0 
15.0 

70.0 

7.0 
so.o 

2so,o 

Average efland 
per owner 

7.0 
15.0 

46.7 

2333.0 

21,4 
Source: Alexander Baykov: The Development of the Soviet 

Economic System (Cambridge, 1970), pp.13-15. 
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The nineteenth century Russian state was in fact 

noted for its social and political backWa~ss, though 

several reforms like emancipation of serfs in 1861 and 

Stolypin- Reforms (1906-1911) were implemented. But 

they were too late and too inadequate to introduce some 

significant changes in the agrarian relations. While 

the forces like the Renaissance, the reformation and 

ccncepts of constitutional monarchy and parliamentary 

democracy were shaping the future of Europe, Tsarist 

Russia was not at all touched by these currents of 

change. The capitalist mode of production was present 

in embroynic form. Indigenous capitalist class was 

very weak. In the late nineteenth century much industry 

was either formally government owned and controlled 
1 or foreign owned aoo subsidized by the states. 

The task of industrial growth in pre-revolutionary 

Russia, this was entirely urrlertaken by state with the 

1. David Lane: The end of ineguality: Stratification under 
State Socialism: (Penguine, 1971), p.17. 
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collaboration of foreign bourgeoise. However, 

inspite of the average annual rate of growth of 

industrial output being as high as compared to 

any capitalist country of the world, Russian agriculture 

remained semi-fenday and backward. 

Table - III 

Average annual rate of growth of industrial output. 

(Per cent ) 

Period 

1890-1899 

19 (J7 -1913 

Russia 

8. 03 

6.25 

USA 

5.47. 

3. 52 

UK Germany 

5.44 

3.9 0 

Source: A. Gerschenkron: The rate of growth in Russia. 

The Journal of Economic History;, Vol. 7, Supplement, 

p.156. 
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The entire countryside, as Lenin argued, 

was in the grip of big land lords. The rich 10 per 

cent of peasant households, on an average possessing 

more than 20 dessiatius (about 55 acres), owned about 

.2 
35 per cent of all land. A vast majority of the 

rural population depended on the big larrl-lords, who 

enjoyed the highest prestige and sta-tus. 

In short, to quote Lenin, Russian economy 

ccmhined a very backward agriculture arrl avery 

primitive village with a very advanced irrlustrial 

and financial capitalism. 3 

4 5 Russia was therefore politically , and economica1.ly 

backward as compared to other west European countries, 

2. Maurice Dobb, Soviet Economic Development Since 1917 
(London, Routledge, !966), p.43. 

3. Lenin, V.I., Collected Works, Vol.20, p.57o. 

4. Robert Munting: The Economic Deve1ooment of the USSR, 
(London, Croom-Halm 1982), p.26. 

s. Alec Wove: An economic history of the USSR,(Middlesex, 
1972), p.l6. 
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characterized by rigid autocracy coupled with feudal 

agrarian relations. The pre-revolutionary soviet society 

was rigidly stratified by rank and status in the form 

of estate system, the following table illustrates the 

pre-revolution social structure. 

Cla-Ss Composition in the year 1913 

Class 

Employees 

Workers 

Numerical breakdcwn 
(Millions) 

4.8 

22.3 

Iooividual Peas-a.nts 106.2 
& Freecraftsmen 

Bourgeoise Landowners 25.9 
traders & Kulaks. 

Percentage 
breakdown 

3.0 

14.0 

66.7 

16.3 

Source: M. MatheW: Class arrl Society in Soviet Union ( Lorrlon, 

Penguine, 1972), p.35. 

Some occupational groups 1 ike wage laboure.rs and 

intelligentsia were emerging though very slowly. In 
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the place of earlier two major classes noble men and 

serfs, workers, bourgeoise, intellegentsia, were 

6 beginning to appear on social scene. 

Table -

Growth of Working Class, Russia, 1860-1913. 

Year Estimated Population Iooustrial Workers as per-
( 0005) workers centage of total 

(ooo5) population. 

1860 74,120 565 o. 76 

1900 131,710 1692 1.28 

1913 1611723 2282 1.41 

Source: Frank Lor imev: The Population of Soviet Union, 
(Geneva, l946), p. 

6. L. Trotsky: The Historv of Russian Revolution (trans.), 

(London, 1934), p.33. 
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To summarize, on the eve of the revolution of 

1917, Russia found herself despite the dominance of 

agricultural economy, moving towards social change. 

The backwardness of Russia in contrast to socio-economic 

order in contemporary west-Europe was rooted mainly in 

the century long absence of bourgeoise am in the 

7 equally lo·ng continuence of peasant serfdom. 

Thus the development of capitalism and state 

capitalism in particular within the feudal struc·ture 

was a peculiar feature of Soviet society. 

Social inequalities in various possible forms 

were very much present in pre-revolutionary Russia. 

Apart from uneve.n econo.m.ic development, two major classes 

formed bi-polar social scenario. The exploitation of 

peasantry by noblli ty received state sanction because it 

7. Boryis Meissnev(ed.), Social change in Soviet Union {trans. 

(Notredme 1972), p.2o. 
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was actually s-ubject to the e-ffectiv-e co-ntrols of the 

nobility. Thus income differentials, class distinctions, 

status hierarchy, etc. were bound to exist in a feudal 

society experie,ncing gradual disintegratio-n and combining 

8 therefore, the elements of stagnation and change. 

After the Bolshavik Revolution land was 

nationalized and w:as given rentfree to peasants. The 

redistribution o-f lam through the decree o_f January 

191 R was a major step towards minirni_z-ing di~-f-erentiation 

in social structure. All irrlustrial, financial and 

tra0e enterprises were r.atic.nalised. The decres on workers 

control led to several factories being taken over by 

workers. In December 192 0, na-tionalization wa$ ext-ended 

to any enterprise employing more than t.en workers using 

no mechanical power. The declaration o-f the rights of 

the people of Russia proclaimed t.he equal:i ty arrl s-ov-ereignty 

8. V.I. Lenin, !be Development of Capita1is.m i.n Russia, 

(Moscow F C P w, 1956). 
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of all people of the country, their right to free 

self-determina-tion and the abolition of all natio:nal 

privileges, the free development of all national 

minorities and ethnographic groups. Lenin also 

devised the policies to liquidable the privileded 

· classes of pre-revolutionary Russia. A severe attack 

was launched on the laM lords a_nd capitalists. 

Senior bureaucrats were dismissed, the members of 

previous ruling class were deprived of civic rights 

and position, privileges, salaries, etc. were abolished,. 

Women were given equal legal rights, the educational 

system was designed to reduce the social d iv is ion 

between manual and mental work. 

During the nine months following October 

revclution, more than 950 decrers9 were issued which 

in the-mselves show the vital process,es of social 

transformation directed towards an egal i taria.n sec iety 

9. Yuni Akhapkin: First Decrees of Soviet Power (Lawrance 

and Wishart, 1970). 
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under the leadership of Lenin. The decree of la_nd 

resulted tn the revolutionary trans-formation of agrarian 

relationships when land was handed over to the peasantry. 

The state-machinery along with the previous ruling 

class was destroyed. Production and distribution were 

placed under workers centro! and division of society 

into es·tates was abolished. Laws were also made to 

ensure the protect_ion of labour, regulations of wages, 

aliminat±on of unemployment and sickness allo·wance. 

The educcrtional sys-tem was made uniform with due 

emphasis over physic:al aoo non-manual training s:o 

that the commo·n differentiations between mental am 

manual labour can be eliminated from the very beginning. 

The main thrus·t of planned equalitarjanism 

was to e£f·ect a revolutionary change in the social 

structure by way of declassing the possessive classes 

and also through the minimizatio-n of wage differences 

so that re-emergence of inequalities could be prevented-. 

'Comple-te equality' was not and could not be a Bolshevik 
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aim during the years following the revolution but what 

Lenin wanted was to ensure the rule of the proletariat 

in order to prepare the background of socialist 

construction. 

Even the wage differentials were narrowed 

down to a large extent i.n the in! tia.l years of war 

communism in 1919, the o-fficial wage ratio between 

\the h:ighest and lowest grade-s of ma_nual workers was 
10 

1.75:1 .• 

In this proce·ss the prerevolutio-nary class 

structure of soviet society was largely destroyed, 

partly during the phas:e of revolutionary turmoil 

and pa.rtly as a result of counciocus de-sign. The 

class s+ructure and the strati.fication pattern of 

Soviet society was radically modifi-.ed with the 

expropriation of larded estates, the nationalization 

1 o. A. Bergeson: The Structure of Soviet Wages: A Study in 

Socialist Economie-s, (Harvard University Pre-ss, 

1944), p.182. 
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of ioous,try etc. These measures significantly restricted 

the socio-economic scope of reproduction of the old, 

prerevolutionary social structure. However, the class 

'::critage in the immediate post revolutio.nary period 

was relatively durable in the sense that several 

social classes of the pre-revolutionary period were 

s·till functional until the end of 1928. 

Le:nin w-as ~lso well aware of t:he social div-ersity 

in the Pos·t revolutionary society, which w,a-s also 

characterized by a very low level of development of 

productive forces. He thus identified that the very 

backward ness and the petty - bourgeoise character of the 

e.cono:my was reflected in the ~sic f·orms arrl forcesses 

11 
that were functional in the society. The basic 

stratifi-ed soc 1-a.l groups were the, bo.u:rq.eo!s e, the 

12 pe·t·ty oourge.o!s·e, peasantry and the p:rclet:criat. 

11. R~. Sharma, Parameters of Social diffepentiation and 
integration in Soviet society. A Marxist construction 
in Marx & Marxism, ed. by Ajit Jain & Alexander Mertejko 
( Tra·.che:r Pub., 1984). 

12. ~nin, Collected Works, Yol.21 (Moscow Foreign Langua-ge 
Pub. House,. 1962) ,. p.479. 
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The phase of war communism successfully 

eliminated the inequalitarian heritage of feudalism 

by abolishing age old 'Estate system• and further 

rE'duced the possibilities o.f their reproduction by 

nationalizing all major industries and other means 

of pJ;oduction. The policy tow"ards nationalities 

and women is particular a-lso had egalita-rian tendencies. 

Equality did not mean equal treatment of bourgeoise 

and pr:oletariat.. The e:ntire soc-ial enginee-ring waaf 

ai~ towards creating a new social strt;cture through 

narrowing down the di.f~fere-nce·s between man a·nd 

woman, skilled and unskilled worker and also between 

town and country. It is important to note that 

w·bereaa in August the ratio between unskilled and 

skilled workers wage was 1:2.35 it had fallen by 

June 1, 1918 to 1 :ol .• 9 am by !-92-0 to 1 :1.04.13 

13. Marcel Litman (Trans.), Leninism under Lenin, 

( London, Mer 1 in Pr~s s ., 19 8 0) , p. 3 52 -3 • 
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In 1921 the New Economic Policy (NEP) wcs 

launched which stopped the gril in requisitions, 

imposed a progressive tax and restored the peasants 

right to dispose of his surplus. The ten-th Party 

Congress announced ~he new policy under the ~uidence 

of Lenin. The policy wil.s some kind of return to legal 

market system or a c.ompromise between state control 

. 14 ilnd privilte enterprls,e. The New Economic Pol icy 

was the outcome of t·he realization that the trans-it.ion 

from capitalism to socialist order could not be achieved 

15 overnight. The N'EP hild its own inner cnnt:rad ictions. 

It provided a fertile grouoo for so called New Economic 

Policy - Men in the towns aoo kulaks in countryside. 

The Kulaks, NEP Men, and bureaucracy signalled a 

changed scenario of social relations marked by widening 

differentiation in terms of income~ living s·ttHldards, 

stat us, etc. 

14. M.K. Dziewanoswld: A H!stoff of Soviet Russia (New 
Jersey, Prentics Hall, 1979 , pp.14o-41. 

15. ~-· p.l37. 
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The s-ocial structure of the Soviet society 

did not experience a radical transformation in the 

first decade after the revolution if we observe this 

table we can find it. 

'class Composition (1913-28) 

Class 

Ma.nua1 Workers 

Wnite-Collar Workers 

Sroall I-ndependent 
Peasants etc. 

Bourgeois-e & Kulaks 

1913 
(in %age) 

14.0 

3.0 

66.7 

16.3 

1928 
(in %a-ge) 

12.0 

5.6 

74.9 

s.s 

So-urce: Cited by R.R. Sharma, The USSR Sixty year in 

Zafar Imam (ed.) Economic, Social aoo Political 

Development, ( -ru.l~~~ ~a.,~,:.~~'"";~ ift;&J 

The initial period of industrialization and 

collectivization i.e., 1926-30 was a positive one in 
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so far as it helped to eliminate the Kulaks and NEP men 

and also attempted to remove the fundamental centrad i-

ctions in the Soviet economy existing between socialised 

industry and private agriculture. The collectivization 

and rapid indust·riliz.ation provided a sound base for 

the Soviet economy with the elimination of private 

property in agriculture, trade and industry. The system 

was moving towards greater homogeneity during the period 

because socialist mode of production under the centrally 

cont-rolled economy w.acS rea 1 i zed after collectivization 

and the danger of capitalist renewal no longer existed 

in the agrarian sector. The collectivization aoo 

industrialization also resulted in rapid urbanization 

.and transformation of peasants into workers. The 

following table showcs structural change during this 

period. 

Structural Compos-i"t-±on of the Population 1928-39 percentage 

brea~=-----------------------------------------------------

Workers & White Collar 
workers 

Collective foremen etc. 

Others 

1928 

17.6 

2.9 

4.6 

1939 

50.2 

47.2 

Source: Cited by R.R. Sharma, in The USSR Sixty years economic 
social & Pol. Development {Trlsi Pub. House, N.D.87) 
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The period also experienced a h.igh rate of 

upwa~ social mobility, creation of more homogenous 

social structure in relative terms. Notable decline 

in agriculture workers in contras·t to increase number 

in industrial ~nd other non-agrarian sector was observed 

in this period and the trerrl continued throughout the 

subsequent history of Soviet Union. To sum up, 

industr·ia.lization and collectivization can rightly 

be re.gcard-ed as well-designed attempts t·owards social 

levelling c:haracteris·ed by general S'O.c:ia.lization of 

mceans o-f prod·ucti.on, central planning •nd maximizatio-n 

of economic growth. Antagonistic class differentiation 

along with the gulf between town and country, skilled 

a-nd unsk 1 lled, mental and manual, peas.imts and workers, 

etc. was minimised to a considerable extent due to 

a-'b:w-~nt±oned pol icy i.nputs. 

During the transition period the three m.jor 

s:oc la1 groups were the intelllgents·f.a., working class 

am the peas-a-ntry. A drastic change in their character 

was evid-e-nt.. The Soviet intelligentsia was quite 
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different from the pre-revolutionary intelligentsiil,. 

in its social origin and ideology. Whereas pre-revolutionary 

intellegentsia was proland lands and pro-rich in their 

origin and character, the Soviet intellegentsiil was 

growing very rapidly from the ranks of the working class. 

The year 1931 began with Stalin's denunciation 

of wage equal iz:atio:n. Fi:e opposed th:e idea of low wage -

signified a pet-ty bourgeois-e arrl utopiiln thinking, which 

has got nothing to d-o with Marxism. He argued that 

Marx had never held that individuills could be in ell 

respects equal and Leonin had also admitted the inevitability 

of 'inequclity' ln thl! first a·nd low-er Stege of sociillism.16 

According to Stalin, "Equc1ita-ricnis.m owes its own 

orig·tn to the .ind ivid~ual peas,iH:rt tvpe of menta1.ity, 

by psychology of s-hare aoo share alike, the psychology 

16. Mervyn Mathew: Privile-ges in the Soviet Union, (London 

Georg~ Allen & Unwin_ 1979), p. 9. 
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of primitive communism. Equcllitarianism has OO'thing 

in common with Marxist socialism. Only people who are 

unacquainted with Marxism can have the primitive 

notion that the Russ ian Bolsheviks wa:nt to pool all 

wealth c.ne then share it equally. That is the nation 

M 17 of peo~le who hav.e nothing comJT!On with •. arxism. 

It was c.ommonly shared belief O'f Marx, Lenin 

and· Stalin that equ«l.ity in real terms can be a.chieved 

only in t~ higher stage of commu-nism and !Aequalttarian 

legacy of capitalist society Ct~s persist Jn so.me 

form during the lower stage of socialism. However, 

'Class exploitation• is made impossible due to reduction 

of furrlamental inequalities. Stali-n wa,S not only able 

to derive ideologica1 support from Marx arrl Lenin but 

he also opposed the practice o,f l~ve.lling off on othe.r 

g,rounds. Th_is conc-erned the policy o-f ir:x:lustrialization 

17. Stalin, Collec~Works, Vol.13, (Moscow, 1955), p.l20-21. 
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whic-h Stelin launched in the closing years of preV-ious 

decade. The purely practical reason behind Stalin's 

adverse attitt:.de towards •wage equalization • was economic 

one because weg·e-equalization always results .in laoour 

fluidity. As a matter of fact, the rapid economic 

transformation as envisaged by Stal.in would have never 

been realised if wage structure was left intact. 

Signifying the economic consequences of wage-equal izatio:n, 

Stalln rernarked that apart from the lac"k of incentive, 

the worker • s sticks to the work place only temporarily 

so to earn a little money and then geoff to try his 
) 

18 
luck in some other place. 

Stalin also introduced Five year plans and 

industrialization. The fundamental task of first 

Five Year Plan as Stalin noted, was in conv~ting the 

USSR Jnto an industri&l country, to widen the front. c.f 

18. Stalin, Problems of Leninism, 
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socialist form of economy aoo to create the economic 

basis for the abolition of classes in the USSR, for 

1 9 the building of a socialist society. The plan 

attained its primary objective - construction of heavy 

industry on a firm basis. The success in quantitative 

terms was quite remarkabie and some of its main targets 

were achieved a-head of schedule. 2 0 

During the first Five Year Plan,. • remarkable 

pace of collectlviz·a'tion wa:s a1so wttnes.sed. More 

tha-n 60 per cent of t·he peas-ant farms were united into 

collective farms which meant the fulfilment of five 

year plan three times over. 21 Along with such major 

ch•nges in agriculture and industry the problem of 

unemployment wa-s also aool ished. The differentiation 

19 • Ibid., p. 5-8'8 .• 

2 o. Maurice Dobb:: Soviet Economic Develoement S i nee 191~, 
(Lo-ndon, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978), p.255. 

21. For detai.led a.cc.ount,. the reports presented by Sta1 in to 
17th and 18th Party Congress. 
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within the peasantry which touched new height with the launching 

of NEP was illso reversed. 

The eliminiltion of Kulaks w«s complete. The 

proportion of working class to entire population was 

«lso doubled during ~he period of first Five Ye«r ~lan. 

An increase in nationill iocome, «nnual wages, soc 1«1 

insurance fund in public welfare service was also otr:terved. 

The antithesis of town arrl country of me-ntal and menual 

labour was also n«rrowed down due to the expa--nsion o:f 

ed-ucation ilnd ass imila,tion of peasant-s and wo-rkers as 

all were equillly involved in the process of sociillist 

product~on. Literacy among the population rose from 

67 per cent et the end of 193 0 to 9 0 :Per c-ent ilt the 

end of 1933. 

The decade between 1928 «rrl 1938, during wtrtch 

two five year plans were executed represe:ntf!d • rild icill 

chilnge i.e. the crucial w·atershed betw-een the State 

capitalism of the early aoo mid_ 20's with c:omplex 

admixture of economic forms, and the pre-dominantly 

collectivist or soci«list economy th•t had emerged by 
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closing years of the 3 o• s. 22 In 1931, the share of. 

socialist economy came to 99 per cent in the country's 

fixed production assets, 99.1 per cent in the national 

income, 99.8 per cent in industry, 98.5 per cent in 

gross agricultural production, •nd 1 00 per cent in retail 

trade. 23 

The constitution of 1936 was also instrumental 

in reflecting the change brought alx>ut by deliberate 

soc ia.l planning_. The constitution declared the el iminatio·n 

of all exploiting classes including land lords. capi-talists, 

Kulaks arrl merc-hants and class hostility was put to an 

end. However, peas~nt class and working class did exist 

according to :Stalin, though in an entirely new form. 

Soviet intellengent·sia w-as also d iffere.nt in its 

composition as it also consisted of the people who had 

C011l@ from wn--rk:i'ng c.las:s a-oo· pea-santry. 24 

22. Dobb., No.-20., p.282. 

23. P. Lo-peta: Corrmunism as a social formation (Moscow, 
Progres.s Pub. , 19 83 ) , p. 9 2. 

24. Stalin: No •. 18, pp. 800-03. 
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, .. 

The Stalin period, in the evolution of Soviet 

society remains a period of radical transformation 

never seen by any other country in the world history. 

The USSR, as a result of its success·ful irrlus·trialization 

large scale machine production in industry and collectivized 

agriculture found itself very sound in economic terms 

in the closing years of thirties. As Deutscher puts it, 

"the core o·f Stalin's historical achievement lies 

in the fact that he fourrl Russia working with the 

woode.n plough and left her equi-pped with atomic piles" • 25 

The irrlustrialization produced higher rate of upward 

mobility, with an enormous increase in the strength 

of_ working class due- to· the growth of migration from 

rural to ur~n areas. Both ioous·trialization and 

collectivization caus.ed a Njor shift in the dyn4lmics 

of class s·tructure of Soviet soci@'ty which also goes 

2 5. Issilc Deutscher : ;.;R_u;.;;s.-s_i:.;a;_;,A;;.;:f:..;t::.;e:;.;r=--S~t!.!.!n (London, Hamish 

aamilton, 1953), p.ss. 
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a long way in narrowing social differentiation. 

The collectivization produced a peasantry of new type 

with less differentiation as Kulaks were liquidated. 

The class relationship under went a radical change 

as relationships of domination and subordination were 

removed arrl the Soviet society contained no classes 

ac-ting as the monopoli-stic possessors of means of 

production. The trend towards convergence and 

merging 'of the working class and the c-ollective 

26 form pe-·a.s-a·otry was also observable. 

In short, a clear cut trerrl towards more 

homogenuous class structure was visible though the 

process wcs slowed down due to various historical 

re-asons. The scientific arrl technolog1cal revolution 

26. M.N. Rutltevichs 'Elimination of Class differences & 
the place of non-manual workers in the Social structure 
of Soviet society, Soviet Socio!Qgy, (New York, Fall 
198-4), Vol.3, No.4, pp.3-l3. 
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in the subsequent periods combined with the already 

existing industrial base to take Soviet society 

to higher stages of socialism. Each phase of industriali

zation, both pre and post world war -II, was responsible 

for the emergence of different stratified layers of 

the working class. The entire process was too 

complex to a1low for the smooth development of socio

cultural homo9enity within the working class. 
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CLASS COMPOSITION OF SOVIET SOCIETY 

Class 1913 1924 1928 1937 1939 1959 1968 

{Percentage Breakdown) 

Employees 3.0 4.7 5.6 17.7 2 o.t 22.9 
4 5. 7 

Workers 14.0 1 o. 0 12.0 32.5 48.2 54 .a 

Collectivized 1.3 2.9 48.8 47.2 31.4 22.27 Peasantry 

Ioo ividual 66.7 75.4 74.9 5.5 2~6 0.3 o. 03 Peasants 

Bourgeo.is e 
L«ndowners 16.3 8.5 4.6 
Kula-k 

Numerical Breakdown 

Total 159 •. 2 137.7 150.0 170.6 2 08.8 236.7 population 

Employees 4.8 5.2 8.4 30.2 42.0 54.1 
163.4 

Wo·rk.ers 22.3 15.2 18.0 55.4 100.6 129.8 

Collectivised 
Peasa:nts 1.8 4.4 79.7 88.5 65.6 52.7 

In:l ±:vidual 106.2 103 .a 112.3 9.0 4.4 0.6 0.1 Peasants 

Bourgeoise 259 11.7 -

Source: M. Mathew: Class & Society in the USSR, p.35. 
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The Soviet Union witnessed no significant 

changes in its social structure in the 194 Os and 

1950s. This 'Was a period when the country was mainly 

occupied with war •nd post war reconstruction. 

No ma jcr programme or pol icy changes could be 

envisaged under these conditions. So the social 

system that followed the industrial izettjon and 

coll~tivization of the 3 Os continued without 

much change. However, there were significant chang~s 

since the beginning of the 196 Os. Two important 

facto-rs that were behind these changes were the 

Scientific and Technolog-ical Revolution (STR) and 

the changes in the CFSU programme. 

In fact it was 20th CPSU Congress. regarded 

as a great historic •water shed • which reviewed the 

socio-economic and political issues in·great detail 

and d~id~ to initiate strategic changes in the 

social and economic policy. They recognised economic 

disparities and ·Social differences, but sought to 

minimize them. 
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The changes proposed included ra is in.g 

minimum wages of the lowest paid income cate-gories, 

lowering considerably the exis~ing disparities 

in wages, radical improvement of the pension system, 

rais-ing in particular the minimum level of old age 
1 pension etc. :Khruschev, like wise, emphasised 

the growing imperative need to cut to size the age 

old division between mental a_nd physica.l l.abour. 

In his report to the Central Committee 1n June 1958 

Khruschev aptly argued that • It is theoretica11y 

incorrect and harmful in practice to set the two 

forms of socialist property, one against the o·ther' 

and that a further advance towards communist relations 

of production will proceed through the 'Perfection 

of State property and the rapid development of 
2 

cooperative and collective farm property'. 

1. M. Dobb, Soviet Economic Development since 1917, 

(London, 1972 edition), p.323. 

2. Ibid., p.329. 
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In 1961, the 2"2rrl CFSU Congress presented 

• programmatic perspective of social and economic 

development.. This w.as em:bod ied in the third 

programme of t·he Party, which propcsed a series of 

measures to e-nsure reduction of differences in 

mental and phys !cal labour, the abolition of narrow 

division of labour and reduction in income. inequalities 

The rna jor a irect.ions proposed by the Congress were : 

(a) '-Gradual transformaticn of soc ia.l relations 

in the Soviet country sice' and e.liminating • in the 

main•, the distinctions between town and country. 

A number of social benefits, such as pensions, paid 

holidays etc. were envisaged for collective foremens. 

(b) It was also stipulated that· in the following 

two decades or so the income disparities between 

various socio-economic groups would be steadily reduced. 

In this connection, it was also proposed to replace 

gradually unskilled labour by skilled labour. 

Khruschev went on to elaborate that it was essential 

to bring about significant transformation in the 

nature of work. 
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(c) In order to reduce the accentuation o£ differential 

acces:s to consumption goods and conseque.ntl y t~ 

dif_fere:nces in life s-tyle, it wca•s d~ided to enhance 

the pub! ic cons~ption funds. This imp! ied partial 

introduction of new norms of d i.stributio-n •mong 

members of the society through th-ese fund proceeds, 

regardless of the quantity and quality of their 

labo:nr. In this regard, it wa,s _propos~ to expand 

t·he development of all types of pu-blic s-ervice and 

socfalization of education. The progriunme emphasised 

t.he introduction of compulsory s:econ:Jary general 

and poletechnic•l eJ even year education by 197 0 and 

a system of education in which professional training 

was combined with 'socially useful lal::xmr•. In 

putting forward such • programme of education, one 

major objective was to de away with individual diffe

rences in the style of 1 ife and the d iv is ion between 

intellectual and manual labour. 

I 

This is indeed a bird~s- eye view of str«tegic 

directions given by the 22nd CPSU Congress to do 

away with the diverse disparities in Soviet society. 
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What has bee'n the o:utco~ of thesoe directions 

is central to our further di.sCussion. 

A plenary me:e·ting o£ the C.entr•.l Committee 

in March 1965 proposed a s-eries of significant measures 

in that direction. One o£ these war, of course, 

il larger proportion of investme-nt in favour of 

agriculture from 18 per cent in the nineteen sixties 

to 23 per ce-nt in the Seventies. AccoreUngl y, Kosygin 

argued before the 24th CPSU Congress that in the past 

fiv-e years, great changes have taken plac-e in the 

countryside..... A major step has been taken in 

providing electricity for the rural areas •••• The 

supply of fa.rm machinery, fertilisers and chemicals 

3 to collective farms has been consjderably increased. 

Like wise, Brezhnev, in his report to the 

24th Congress argued that the peasantry has to a 

great extent acquired 'features in common with the 

3. Ibid., p.89. 
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workers. The nu.rn~r cf collective formers whose 

work is directly linked with the machines cnd 

mechanism is growing steadily and the educot.i.ona.l 

4 level of the collective farm peesar.try is raising •. 

Further he informed the party congress th~t the 

relationship between the two m«jor sectors of 

socialist farming has been strengthened and that 

the inter-collective farm and state collective farm 

production •ssociact:ions have been wid-ely established. 

He also reported the est«bl ishment of •gro-inch:-:stricl 

complex whjch was in line with the policy laid down 

by the 22nd Party Congress. 5 

In the 25th CPSU Congress, Ko~ygin reported 

that a good deal of progress had been made T.-.•ith 

regard to overcoming differences between town and 

country. Elaborating, he pointed out that the life 

4. Ibid., pp.6 0.61. 

s. C.I. Brezhnev's report ~on the Drast Constitution, 
Soviet Review, No.47_ 48, p.lo. 
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6 
-of the rural population has changed beyom recognition. 

Since the cla.~s differences have been greatly e·roded, 

certain distinctions within the society whic-h 

transcent the class framework have been central. 

The nature and complexity of work iS being 

increasingly used -to deal with the plurality of the 

social structure. The following table is illustrative 

s-een that a large c-hunk of the working populati.o:n 

which was engaged in simple physical labour and had 

never had ilny modern occupational trilining hils moved 

away from the position. Now two thirds are employed 

in complex, skilled occupations. The majority of 

working class and a large portion of the peils.antry 

are wcrking in such occupations. Personnel with 

higher or specialised secondary education now form 

a major stratum of working people, far out-numbering 

the peasantry. -They now make up the bulk of the intelli-

gentsia. There has been noticeable development of a 

new social category of 'worker specialists' combining 

'socio-~ychological traits' of both workers ilnd 

.F intelli-gentsia. 

6. A. Mca~ley, Economic welfare in the Soviet Union, 
(London, 1979), pp.21 o.:.13. 
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Distribution of Working Population accord in9 to 
Nature and Complexity of Work ( in per cent} 

C a~te.gory Occupat:tona 1 Late 
1930s 

Doing Phys-i-cal wort & 
requiring :no occupational 64 
trai·.ning (Prior to work) 

Doing -comp~ex physical & 
mental phys'"ical work 
requir-ing occupati-onal 19 
training.(These have been 

··trained in a Technicom or 
Technical training school) 

Employed in relatively 
simp! e predom·tnantl y 
meot·al work {These have 8 
going through a certain 
levee! o_f __ ge·neral 
education} 

Employed in complex mental 
work requir:i.ng specialised 
higher and secondary 9 
education (including 
executives, etc.) (2) 

Late 
1950s 

52 

29 

4 

15 

Late 
19608 

35 

38 

4 

23 

{ 4) 

Late 
1970s 

29 

41 

5 

25 

( 5) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Source: The table is drawn by Gordon & Kazimova from the all union 

publicati-on censuses of 1939. 1959, 1970 end 1979, 

reproduced in Soviet Sociology, Vol.XIV, 1985-86, p.lo. -
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Apperently, towards the end of 1950's the 

Soviet government become directly interested in the 

elimination of various differentiations and in the 

reduction of the inequality in the USSR. The.re were 

extensive changes in the administration of wage and 

salary policy, am radical reorganization of both 

pay structure as well as various social insurance 

programmes. The appearance of a series of studies 

on earnings differentials and distrib-ution of income 

during the sixties implicitly suggested that this 

was a desirable topic. for academic research and 

probably 1 t was an area of current govermental concern. 

In the intervening years, the Soviet social structure 

had fully evolved. 

The process of differentiation and integration 

in inter and intra cl•ss relations have been quite 

evident in Soviet society from the early 1960s. The 

process of differentjation here refers to the 

intensification of division of labour by branch and 

occupation and the process of improvement in speciali

zation and __ qualification of personnel. The whole process! 
/ 

E 
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is quite significant in so far as it leads to 

the growth of the number of skills am occupa-tions 

7 
involving :l:::cth physical and me.ntal labour. 

The process of int~ aoo intr« class integration 

d~~pened in the early 1960s. In particular, its 

potential was increasingly reflected .in the over-

coming of the internal diff~rentiation of the working 

class, which was evident earlier by the wide structure 

of inequalities among its socio~ccupational groups. 

As a result of this, t.bere had been gradual obliteration 

of the principal class characteristic of the 

peasantry. 8 

The processes leading to inter and intra class 

integration are deeply related to the consceious 

efforts to intensify the potential of the Scientific 

and Technological Revolution (STR) in the USSR. The 

7. P. Simush, 'Social changes in the counttyside, Sov-je·t 
Law & Govt., 16 (1978), pp.59-66. 

8. ~., pp. 5 & 62-65. 
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STR has i.nfluenced sccial structure of the Soviet 

Un-ion in two inter con-nected ways: First as a direct 

p:roductJ:v'@- force, and s~condly by transforming the 

su-bj-ective elements of the productive force i.e. the 

labour. 

As ~ productive force the STR has contributed 

to the growth of production in both industry and 

ilgric:ulture. It has brought rad icill and deep-going 

chang-es,. qualitetive as we.ll as quantitative, in the 

~ns of labour through mechanization and automation 

process of the production. It has brought into being 

ma:ny new industries. It has also helped in various 

discoveries, research and technological innovations 

that have contributed to the improvement of the 

industry and agriculture with new sources of energy, 

raw materials and other production processes like 

rational and scientific organizations of labour etc. 

A large number of machines, institutions and instruments 

of various types had been designed and are in use, 

many of them unique, the first of their k1nd in the 
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9 
world. The high rate of low-cast production of 

various goods hed increased t.he net.ioncl inccme as 

a result of whic-h tfu! per capite i nccme had grow·n 

and the standard of life of average individu•l of 

different classes •m groups risen. High inequality 

in income, with which to grewt ext~nt, the style of 

life, is associated and whjch marked a high differen-

tiatio,n between different. cl«;ss-es •nd strata of the 

people in the period of building a.nd consolidation 

of soc 1alism has l::>een red·oced. Steps have bee·n 

taken to filvour the people at lower scale of inc'Ome. 

In proportion to other classes and strata of the people 

they have been provided wjth more salary and other 

material benefits. For instance, as the class of 

peasantry has been the most disadvantageous cl•ss, 

its income and other material benefits have been 

increased more than other groups. 

9. L. Brezhnev, • Report of Central Committee of the CFSU 
to the 23rd Congress of the CPsu. . 
(Moscow, 1974), p.341. 
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Due to large scal.e introduction of the lates-t 

achievement of the STR, co-mbined with other economic 

measures, industrial s-ector fu1£il1ed its seve.n year 

plan target ahead of sc-hedule. By the eoo of the 

plan in 1965, the Soviet Uni-on's iooustrial capacity 

was nearly doubled. Some 5,500 large industrial 

·enterprises were built 'and 30 gaint power stations 

were placed uooer the operation during this period. 

The world's largest pow-er complex, the Bratsk Hydropower 

Statio-n ~gin its opera·tio,n at full capacjty. 1 0 

The mechanization level of agriculture rose 

ccnsiderably. In 1959-65 the number of tractors at 

the collective and state forms increased by nearly 

600,000 of self propelled harmest- combines by 

11 
2,00,000 and lorries by nearly 3,00,000. Consequently, 

the last year's of the plan saw an appreciable increase 

in the rate of agricultural production, of the output 

of grains a-nd industrial crops, arrl of the live-stock 

f2 
population. In the same period, the national income 

1 o. Y. I. Bugayev & Others, A Short historv of the CPSU, 
(Moscow, 1974), p.341. 

11. Ibid., p.342. 

12. ~·· p.241. 
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us.ed for accumulation and consumption increased by 

53 per cent, industrial production by 84 per ce:nt. 

The basic assets of the economy increased by 92 per 

cent. Industrial enterprises exceeded their output 

target to the tune of 46,000 million roubles. There 

was also substantial increase in the output of foodstuffs 

and items of cultural use.
13 

The growth of production was accompanied by 

an increase of social wealth. This allowed th-e state 

to tak-e « series of measures to improve the stcndard 

of living of the workers, pet~sants and intellige-ntsia -

of all the working people. During 1959-65 wages of 

the personnel in the state sector rose as did the 

inco~s of the collective farrners. More wages were 

paid out from the social consl:mpticn funds. For the 

country as a whole, the wages of industrial and office 

personnel w~nt up from an average of 78 roubles in 

1958 to 9 5 roubles in 1965. Together with the payments 

and benefits acquiring to them from the social ccnsumpticn 

A-
' ,-

13. Brezhnev, no.9, p.59. 
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fums, the wages rose from 104 to 128 roubels.
14 

The salaries were raised for people employed in 

the public services, including educational, health, 

cultural and retail trade workers, and people employed 

in the housing and community services. Guaranteed 

pay as well as old age and disability pensions were 

introduced for the collective farmers at the beginning 

of 1965.
15 

More investment were made in educational sphere. 

Consequently, more than 7 0 mill ion people were attending 

tuition-free general vocational, specialised,seccndary 

and higher educational establishments, schoolE and 

colleges by 1965. The number of hospitals, polyclinics, 

sanitorial and holiday houses rose steadily during 

1960-n5.
16 

Prices were reduced as • result of con-

sumption of the people increased ccnsiderably and the 

sale of good through the state and cooperative total 

14. ~., p.65, See Table-I. 

15. Bugayev & O~hers, n.lC, p.342. 

16. Brezhnev, n.9, p.99. 
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' 17 
network increased by 60 per cent. 

During the same period the national income 

grew by 41 per cent, industrial production by 50 per 

cent. The national income which went into consumption 

and accumulation increased at an average rate of 

7 .1 per cent a year • as against 5. 7 per cent in the 

preceding period (1961-65).
18 

During 1966-70, real 

income per head of population increased by 33 per cent 

as ag.a i nst 19 per cent in 1961-65. The minimum wage 

for workers and off ice employee-s for the country rose 

by 26 per cent. Collective farmer's income from 

social production increased by 42 per cent. Social 

consumption funds increased by 50 per cent to almost 

64 thousands_ mill ion roubles. Social welfare measures 

during this perjod ·include low-ering of pension age 

creation of five day ·,..rorl.::: week with two days off, paid 

annual leaves having been lengthened for a considerable 

19 part of the workigg people. • 

17, Kosygin, Report on the Directives for the Five Year 
Eco. Devt. Plan of USSR for 66-70 in 23rd Congress ofL; 

18. Report of the CPSU Central Co~mittee to the 24th Congress 
of the CPSU, (Moscow, 1971), pp.41-87. 

19. ~., pp.43-44. 
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The most generalised indicator of the 

enhanCement of production during 1971-75 was the 

accelerated growth of labour. productivity wbjch 

accounted for 84 per cent of the ioous·trial out put, 

78 per cent in construction and the entire increment 

in agriculture. This was the result of the higher 

qualifications acquired by the working people and 

of increase in technical equipment made available to 

iooustry. The economy absorbed 9,300,000 recent 

graduates of the vocational and t~hni.cal· schools 

and more than a million specialists with a higher 

or secondary specialised education. Nearly 4 0 per 

cent of basic production assets in industry and 56 

per cent in agriculture have been renewed (replaced 

20 or renovated) during this period. 

To sum up, the growth of productive forces 

brought about radical changes in the living standards 

of the Soviet population as a whole, and contributed 

to the process of evening ·up of the components of the 

Soviet social structure. 

i.. 
E 

I' 

/2 o. Brezhnev, n.9, p.35. 
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The average monthly pay of collective farmers 

in 1975 was 92 roubles- which represented an 80 per cent 

increase between 1965 75 and it reached three fourths 

of the wages of state form workers. If earnings from 

private garden plots is included in the incomes of 

c0llective farmers the ratio of the per capita incomes 

of collective farmers to those of state farm workers 

ilnd white collar perso-nnel is more favourable- 9 to 10. 21 

The incomes of state farm personnel as a share of 

those of workers and office staff in industry rose from 

22 74 per cent in 196-s to 80 per cent in 1975. 

A study in the average monthly wages and salaries 

of workers and off ice employees (according to imustries) 

betw-een 194 0-72 undertaken by Semyoncv leads to the 

following conclusions. First since 1966 the •verage 

monthly w•ges of work~rs in industry •nd constn:.ction 

were high-er than the aver•ge wages arrl salaries of all 

21. P. Simush, 'Social change in the Countryside', Soviet Law 
~Govt., Vol.l6, no.4, Spring 1978, p.67. 

22. ~., pp.67-78. 
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workers and office employees in the Soviet economy. 

Secondly, the wages of workers which in 1940 were less 

than the salaries of office employees in the above 

mentioned irrlustries have, since 1960 exceeded the 

salaries of the latter. The increase for agricultural 

workers has been in effect since 1970. Thirdly, the 

gap between the general «verage monthly w-ages of the-

w-orker a-nd the avera-ge monthly salary of ~neeE• and 

Technicians ha-s narrowed considerably (re-gardless of 

the industry). Thus in 1940 industrial a:nd co-nstruction 

worke-rs rec-eived 50 to 60 per cent l-e-ss than Engineers 

and Technicians in 1972 they began to receive 3 0 per 

cent less and agricultural workers about 40 per cent 

le-ss. Finally since 1960 the wages of iroustrial 

and construction workers have exceeded the sclaries of 

c ivi1 s-erv:a-nts. 2 3 

The operation of new machinerie-s and production 

processes in industry, agriculture and s-e-rv-ic-e sector 

as introduced in the wake of STR require highly skilled 

23. v. S-emyonov, 'Evening up of the Soc:ia1 status of the 

working people in the USSR', Social SCiences (Moscow), 

Vol.6, no.3, 1975, pp.112-13. 
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workers which has infl~nced different aspects of 

Soviet soci«1 stn..--cture. New class people like 

technical professions did appear in the countrysioe 

during the first ye«r of collectivization and later 

(tr.ctor drivers -combine oper«tors, egronomists end 

others), notable feature of today• s mecMnization end 

eutomation brought about in the wake of the ST.R in 

the countryside is the emergence of electricians, 

mechanic-s, controllers, automatic production processes1 

operators and computer operators who «re engaged in 

agrieulture side by with engineers end technicians 

and workers in industrial enterprises a_nd service 

sectors. 

It is imperiltive to see brie£ly the impact 

of the developed socialism through the growth of 

productive forces and through the transformation 

of the content «oo process of lebour on three importan 1 

social classes and str«dum of the Soviet society, 

n«mely, the_Peasantry, the working class, end the 

intelligentsie separetely. 
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The Peesentry: 

As noted above, under socielism, the Soviet 

society retained contradiction emong different classes 

end groups; between the workers and the peasentry, 

between town end country, between mente! labour and 

manual lebour so on. Notable among these was the 

class distinction between the workers and the peasantry: 

from which to a large extent other contradictions 

re-sulted. The farmer h~s been associated with the 

two forms of property - State and Collective forms 

property and has manifested itself in the erea'of work, 

content of work, consumption pattern, soc io-occupational 

structure and the spiritual realm. In the sclution 

of these problems, the main part is to be played 

as the CPSU programme of 1961 noted, by the development, 

the rapprochement and, in the course of time, the 

f-usion of collective form, cooperative property with 

the property of the whole people in a single, integrated 

form of communist property. The key to this rapprochement 

lies in the economic gr3wth of the collective farms 

in the development of/the productive forces in the 
/ 
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countryside, in the socialization of production in 

the collective forms and the modern scientific and 

technical skills of the rural people, most importantly, 

among the people directly associated with the·agri-

cultural production in the collective forms. 

The practical solution of this task pre-

supposes the creation of a number of economic pre-

conditions, the most important of which are as 

follows: 

First of all, ccmprehensive industrializa-tion 

and mechaniz«tion of agricultural production on the 

basis of modern science and technology must be 

completed. This means developing a national economic 

agro-industrial complex transforming agricultural 

labour into a vsriety of in-"lustrial labour; developing 

the branch specialization of agricultural production 

and cooperation between inter-connected industrial and 

agr1cultural proper sections, implementing comprehensive 

mechanization and automation in forming and animal 

husbandry through the introduction of effective system 
j-

~~of machines. All these measures would contribute to 
/~· 
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the enhancement of labour productivity, appreciable 

reduction in labour resources employed and to other 

conditions for the intensification and concentration 

of agriculture. Consequently, agricultural production 

would come on a par with industrial production in terms 

of level of socialization. 24 

Secondly, in the course of industrialization 

of agriculture on the basis of modern science and 

technology another pre-requisite is created for the 

removal of soc ic-economic distinctions between town and 

country; the development and improvement of collective 

farm and state forms of production and the gradual 

levelling of their material and tech11ical bas is. 

Thjs is invariably linked with the full use of the 

possibilities and incentives for raising production 

efficiency of embodi.ed in the collective and state 

farm forms of economy and the further intensification 

25 of the tendencies towards their drawing closer together. 

24. K. Kupustin, 'The Scientific & Technological Revolution & 
the improvement of Socialist production relations, 
Social Sciences, Vol.1 1 no.l, 1975, p.79. 

25. 1..2!£., pp. 79-80. 
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Thirdly. the comprehensive industrialization 

and high level of socialization of agricultural production. 

its concentration, and the growing similarity in the 

conditions under Which collective ani state farms work -

all these create a objective foundation for the massive 

development of production cooperation on the part of 

agricultural enterprises, both with each other as 

well as With mutually related industrial enterpriSes. 

As a result, agro-industrial &ssoc iations would develop 

which would embr•ce roth collective farm am st.ate 

enterpris-es c:nd meet the t.a.sk of bringing the level of 

concentration of agricultural production and the 

' forms of its organization closer to those of iroustrial 

production ~ of drawing together and integrating 

the two forms- of socialist. ownership namely collective 

26 and state forms of production. The interaction of 

collective farm state farm and industries would lead 

to a better economic ties among them. Soviet Union 

during 1965--7 5 bring-ing together all these d i£ferent 

sections. 

26. ~., p.so. 
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This together with changes in the structure of 

agricultural labour into a variety of iooustrial 

labour would ensure the graduel obliteration of 

the socio-economic distinctio~ between industrial 

aoo agricultural labour and the essential distinction 

between town and country. 

As a result of the STR, the new equipments and 

technical know how is being introduced. at accelerated 

rate in agricultural production in the Soviet Union. 

Consequently, the nature and content of farm work are 

changing significantly, the need for unskilled labour 

is declining and that for skilled laoour is increasing. 

Over the years there has been a considerable expansion 

of the sphere of mental work and the requirements for 

the general and speciaJ ised training of all who work 

in the countryside are rising. The STR has accelerated 

the industrialization of agriculture in a qualititavely 

different from which has produced noticeable change 

in the structure of the peasent population. This 

process is expressed in the progressive tendency towards 

the 'Foletarianization' of this population. Each year 
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I' 

the number of farm machine drivers, workers i.n 

m«intenance and construction trades, set up men, «oo 

equipment operators is increasing. Their labour is 

turning more and more different from that cf the 

traditional peasant who drive horse-drawn vehicles 

ana do manual jobs (without &cquring specialised skills). 

In practice, this means a broadening of the group of 

peasants whose work shows the characteristic features 

of irrlustrial labour, and who posses the s«me skills 

and occ-upations of tt.a0se employed in imustry. 27 

The interaction betwee the collective farms 

Stiite farrr.s and rural industries «re incre«s ing 

interaction among themselves frequently eliminates 

the lives of demarcation between agricultural and 

industri«l l«bour. At industri«i type of cooperative 

enterprises, the employees have skills that «re 

biisic«lly the same as in industry pro~~r. For example, 

«bout two thirds of the people employed «t • modern 

live stock - raising complex have the skills of 

27. Simush, n.7, pp.56-57. 
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electricel implement operators, adjustment mechcnics 

2e end laboratory pers:onnel. The range of occupations 

both physical e.nd mental is incre•sing wit.h the increcse 

of the set of skills eech individuel may employ in his 

work. In en egro-industriel complex., • given groups of 

working peoples lebours seasonally elternating between 

-ferming and industry. Consequently, migration outside 

the district is reduced a.nd stebil1ty of the work force 

is increc.sed. At th-e same time., the per centege of 

rur«l population net directly involved in agriculture 

29 
increases. The development of egro-indus tr iel complexes 

h«ve reve«led the following chenging relationships in 

rur«l erees: Communities with industrial functions 

ere developing more rapidly; many sub-urban villages 

ere graduelly being trensformed into towns, e certcin 

portion of the eblebodied populction of the surrounding 

villages «re being «ttracted to work «t these new 

iooustrial centres. The growth of 'Pendulum migretion' 

28. ~., p.56 • 

. 29. Ibid, p.S9. 
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between egriculture and industry tes-tifies to the 

feet th-at the villege is losing one of its traditional 

features - low 'Mobility' of the population. At the 

beginning of the 1970s, there were four million people 

working in th~ newly ernerg~ urban centres. 30 

Whil~ th~ interaction of different sectors of 

ecrnomy i.n the countryside is leading to e merger of 

cooperetive and public means of prod-uction, e significant 

shift in s.oci.al relationships is else evident. On 

the o~ haoo, the continuing increase in i.nter-farm 

c-ooperation is spreading the equeliz«tion of production 

conditions &nd economic potenti&ls of ell the f•rms, 

while on the other h«oo it is giving rise to • number 

of fea-tures &nd characteristics shared by both st&te «nd 

collective farms. 

Two tend~nci~s - d iffere-ntiiition iind integr•tion 

•re const&ntly increasing in the deve1opment of soci&l 

rela:tionship in the countryside. The f«rrr.er signifies 

• deepening division of labour •nd the ildv«nce forefront 

30.Ibid., p.59. 
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of differences connected with the d !vision of laoour 

by branch and occupation and with the specialization 

and qualification of personnel. Under this process, 

we find the emergence of specialised groups of personnel 

such as those employed by the Farm Equipme.nt Supply 

Organization (who number 1.5 million). Land improvement 

workers (1.3 million), Personnel in the organization 

of the ministry of Rural Construction and the inter

collective F•rm Construction Agency ( 2 million), the 

personn~l of service iooustry enterprises ( 449, 000) 

and others. 31 

The secorrl terrlency signifies the emergence of 

signs of interaction and the development of features 

common to the social aspects of all Soviet people. 

In particular, the trend towards homogeneity in terms 

of social class is leading to gradua~ obliteration of the 

principal class characterestics of the peasantry. 

The process of the intensification of the features o-f 

integration for the peasantry signifies: (a) the adoption 

by the peasantry of the best socio-political and eth~al 

31. Ibid u p.66. 
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features of the working class (b) the emergence of 

common qualities characterising the contemporary socialist 

worker and the peasantry: {c) and a convergence between 

basic groups of the peasantry. aoo persons performing 

mental work { a part of the production personnel of the 

collective farm). 32 

There hirS be~en a considerable decline in un-

evennes.s in the educational levels of different social 

groups in the Sov·iet Union previously unfavourable to 

the coll ectiv:e t:armers. Thus in 1959, there were four 

times as many peoples with seven or more years of 

schooling per 1000 persons among professionals, semi

professionals and white-collar people than among collective 

33 farmers. By 1975, the gap had declined to 1. B times. 

During the seven year plan period 0959-65) the number 

of persons with a secondary education rose from 23 to 

31 per cent among collective farmers. 34 The number of 

32. Ibid. 

33. Ibid. 

34. A. Kosygin, Report on the directives for the Five Year 
Economic Development Plan of the USSR for 1966-:70 
in 2nd Congress of the CPSU {Moscow, 1966), p.l74. 
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persons with -higher and secondary specialised 

education increased from 12 to 36 per thousand employed 

in collective farms. 35 

Wo-rking ClaS'S: 

Under the developed socialism the STR has 

brought radical change in the content and nature of 

labour of the _workers, in their position in the production 

proces.s Cilnd in the level of their general education il.nd 

t-echnical training. The change in labour power •re 

mainly in the following directio~: (1) Complete 

elimination from production of all kinds of ardous, 

unskilled and 1 ittle skilled labour: ( 2) Trans it ion 

of all workers to a higher stage of general and technical 

education when a complete secondary or specialised 

secondary b•c-cmes the lowest boundary; (3) Abolitio·n 

of the old vocational division of labour and transition 

to a new division of labour based on broad theoretical 

t-ra.ining arrl the e-quisitiotFof many sided production 

35. Simush, n.7, pp.56-57. 
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skills; aoo all round development of production 

workers on the basis of organically combining manual 

and mental labour. 36 

Over all automation and mechanization which 

are the characteristics of the present day STR 

exteoo the vocational range of workers abolish narrow 

specialization •nd enhance the creative nature of 

laoour. Changes thus taken place in the function 

of the me in gro-ups of workers priv ious ly-:@ngaged in 

the direct operat-ion and service of equipment. The 

size of th:fs category of workers is greatly reduced 

due to automation. On the other harrl, there is 

a steep raise in the share of jobs in maintaining 
/ 

and setting up automatic trans and machines • .:_ '"-'? ·' 

Automated production thus changes the proportion 

between different groups of workers of enterprises 

aoo tr,eir functions. A new technical division of 

36. Borisov, Political Economic Problems of the Contemporary 
Scientific & Tech-nological Revolution, in the USSR 
Acaderoy of Science ed., The STR and the Modern Society, 
(Calcutta, 1970), p.46. 
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labour occurs where the major agents of the new 

aggregate labourer of an enterprise become the 

adjuster, repairman, electric ian, programmist and 

37 enginner and tecl;nician. 

The development of the work~ng class in the 

Soviet society in this period has been two fold: 

extensive and intensive. The first process signifies 

th~ induction of a new generation of the workers 

into state farm sector and state irrlustry with higher 

genera-l education and modern occupational tra 1 ning 

of a skilled kind suited to the r~quirements of 

automated and mechanised sections. The second process 

signifies the acquisition of higher educational 

qualifications and modern vocational skilled training 

by the already existing members of working class 

in order to work in the hard industrial establishments. 

The 1960s were in general characterised by a tendency 

towards both abSolute and relative- increase in the 

37 • .!!2.!:2.·, p.47 
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38 number of-workers being tra_ined for upgrading • 

In the rural sector, the reequipment of state 

farms and rural state enterprises with modern achievements 

of the STR, creation of new mechanised and automated 

industries in the rural areas have been responsible 

for the growth in agrarian component of the.working 

class with more and more specialised skills and with 

higher general and technical education. This has 

considerably contributed to the growing similarity of 

the working class population in town and country. This 

process hes bee.n further reinforced by the increasing 

material and cultural facilities provided to them 

through increased salary, large share from social 

customs funds, large distribution of material and 

cultural goods, i.e. television and radio facilities, 

madical and educational benefits and so on. 

In the urbiln sector too, the existing industries 

aoo services are being reequipped with modern technology 

38. See~ Table 2. 
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and on scientific basis, and new-ones are being cr_eated. 

As a result, here, also the working class has equipped 

with new skills educational qualifications. 

As far education, during the seven year plan 

period the number of persons with a secondary education 

rose from 45 to 58 per cent among industrial workers. 39 

In 1959 there were 386 workers with higher or secoooary 

education per 1000, by the eoo of 1970 this figure 

40 reached 550. '" The number of personnel with higher 

t~nd secondary speci-alis-ed education in state fiirm more 

tha-n doubled from 19'65 to 19751 from 27 to 58 per thousarrl. 41 

Intelligentsia represents the highes~ group in 

Soviet social structure in.terms of its mental skills, 

cult.ure life style, socio-political awareness and directions 

to socio-political and economic life of the Soviet society. 

It is uooergoing 41 significant transformation under the 

development of its professional skills, culture and 1 ife 

style. 

39. Kosygin, n.34, p.174. 

49. Report of the CPSU Central Committee, n.11, p.86. 

41. Simush, n.7, pp.S6-57. 
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Th~ majcr trend in the developm~nt of intelligentsia 

is its changing composition in the sphere of science and 

technology. The developm~nt of the productive forces 

uooer the conditions of developed social ism •ncl uooer 

the influ~nce of the STR creates real Op:f:Ortt:nities 

for further grcwth of the intelligentsia. In 1939, 

Soviet society had a social class structure correspoooing 

to the initt6l stages of the building socialism; 

workers numbered 33.5 per cent, intell!gentsi« were 

16.7 per cent { e.ll persons doing non manual w-ork) 

•oo the collective farm peasantry togeth-er with craftsmen 

belonging tc cooperatives comprised 47.2 per cent. 

In 1959, 49.5 per cent of the population consisted of 

worke-rs, 31.4 per cent collective farmers and 18.8 per 

cent intelligentsi«. In 1975, the last group had 
- 42 

become 22.2 per cent. 

A numerical rise in the personnel engaged in 

m-ental labour h«s occured in every branch of the economy, 

but it ha-s be-en larg~st in science, irrlustry, construction 

42. I.S. Pucnl{ov & G.A. Popov, 'Socio~elDOgraphic char«cteris
tics -of Science Personnel ( Part-I)', Soviet Sociology, 
vol.16, no.3, Winter 1977, p.6e. 
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and agriculture, and also in transport and communication 

enterpris~s. Between 1940 and 1950 the nu~ber of 

scientific workers in the USSR increased from 98,300 

to 162, 5 00 persons, that is to say, less then two-fold. 

During the next decade their·number rose to more than 

double, to 354,200. The n~xt 100 per cent increase was 

achi~ved within six years and by 1966 the number of 

scientific workers re•ched 712,400; while by 1970 the 

43 figure was 927,700 arrl by 1975 it has reached 1,223,400. 

This process c:e~nnot be a permenent one, since doubling 

would occure even mon~ frequently iHrl "the entire 

population would very soon be absorbed in the sphere 

of scientific activities.44 

There are many professions in the Soviet Union 

which are being replaced by entirely new ones. Recently 

43. v. Mov~hov & Y. Meleshchenko, 'Specific features and 
social consequences of the scientific & Technologic•l 
Revolution., in Robert Deglish, ed., The scientific 
and Technolo-gical Revolution: Soc !ill effects and 
prospects (Moscow, 1972), p.147; T. Khaturov, The 
Economy of the Soviet Union Tod•y (Moscow, 1977), 
Chapter VII, Scientific & Technological Progress ilnd 
the development of socialist production, p.151. 

44. Mokhov & M.eleshevenko, n.43, p.l47. 
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under the ST~, there has been sharp growth in the 

number of specialists in cybernetics, the automic 

industry, space vehicles, construction and design, 

rocketery, quantum generators etc. 

In addition to scientific personnel, many other 

social groups under the stratum of intelligentsia have 

developed under the STR. According to 2.1 Monich, the 

leaders of farming brid~s and the heiids of leve-stock 

units in the rural sector also come Jnto the category 

of intelligentsia. 

The STR is bringing new occupations into being 

agricultural chemist, technician for labour-intelligentsia 

processes in livestock farming, electrical technician, 

planr.ing economist so forth. For example, an entirely 

new occupational grouping that of economists - have 

developed in the collective and sta·te forms- o·f Belo·russian 

Republic. There the number of Planner Economists grow 

from 2,500 to 3,200 between 1965 and 1969.45 

45. Zinda I. Monich, The Professional and Para Professional 
component in the structure of the rurcl population, 

(Based on Data from the Belorussian SSR),. Soviet Sociologi,. 
Vol.12,. no.3, Winter 1973,74, p.3B. 
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This professional groups will continue to grow 

inmensely as sucn posts have not uet been filled on 

all the farms. 

In addition to the growth in the number of 

intelligentsia directly engaged in material production 

there has also been a considerable i.ncrease in the 

number of that section of intelligentsia who are engaged 

in non ~terial sector of the Soviet economy. 

The Emergence of Social Homogeneity: 

Uroer the conditions of developed socialism 

there has been an intensive development of the processes 

whereby Soviet society has been becoming socially 

homogeneous. This tendency has further being intensified 

under the influence of the revolution in science aoo 

t:echnclogy. One of the most important manife:stations 

of t-he gradual emergence of soct"al homogeneity in 

~iet society in the over closer convergence and often 

direct merger with the working class of those groups 

in the toiling population that had priviously differed 

sifnig!cantly from it by third place in a specific 

his-torical system of societal production, by their 

relationship to the means of production, by their role 
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in the scci•l organization of work •nd consequently, 

by the methods through which they ilcquired soci•l 

we•lth •nd by the size of the sh•re of the soci•l 

wealth •t their dispos•l. 46 

The emergence of social homogeneity .and the 

convergence of cl•sses a:nd scci•l str•t• in Soviet 

society is •n extremely complex process occuring on 

m•ny plil_nes under the influence of soci•l, politic•l 

and economic fectors; it is expressed in various 

phenomena of culture •nd reflects soc iill •nd 

cultur•l changes in Soviet society. 

The acutest disputes •mong the Soviet socilogists 

are those wjth respect to the question of the 

convergence ilnd merger with the working class 0f 

office personnel and the intelligentsi•. who, in their 

m•jority, like the workers ilre employed in the st•te 

46. Gordon & Klopov, The Social development of the working 
class of the USSR, Soviet Law & Govt., Vol.IIm no.3, 
Winter 1972-73, pp. 242-43. 
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sector of the eccnomy. Essentielly the discussion 

centres around one, but centr•l point of the problem 

as to whether there exist grounds to speek of high 

• 
lev~l converge-nce of these groups or their s-ub-divisions 

wjth the working class end even of their becoming part 

of the working class. Discussion of these problems 

is not merely of theoretica_l interest and acquires 

greater significance by the fact that it pert-ains to 

the paths and character -o-f develo~nt of l•r·ge groups 

of the -wcrk:ing _people which •re const•ntly increasing 

in nmnber. The intelligentsia end office personnel 

in the Soviet Union number tens of million.· 

The C,.sis c-f the convergence of persons doing 

no physical work in services (office personnel in the 

n•rrow meening o-f the word} with the working cl•ss 

ls tbi! f•ct that both perform the s•rne kind o£ work -

primarily implero~nt•ry,repetative, end occupy fundementally 

identicel position in the system of soci•l prod-uction 

(thilt is to say, the work of most office personnel 

and nearly all workers is not in any- w•y lnvolved with 

g1ving direction to the people) •. Import•nt clos-eness 
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to each other of the workers and -office personnel 

as social categorie-s and factors m«-king for their 

convergence are the gradual elimination of the formerly 

very substantial differences in the levels of education 

and the starrlard of living. This closeness is further 

manifested in the repeated changing of jobs (for the 

change) in the course 

of a life-time during which office personnel become 

workers and vice-ve-rs-a. The growing unity in daily 

1 ife of these groups s.-rrl the wide occunH1c-e of 

families cont«ining both workers cnd office personnel 

47 further reinforce their social similarity. 

Major ch«nge.s are also occuring in the 

status of intellige-ntsi• and its relationship with 

the working class. Significant differences bearing 

• c_La-s·s cbar«cter bet'.·reen the working class and the 

intelligentsia d is•:ppeared comparetively long ago. 

47. Ibid., pp.24B-9. 
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In the pre-revoltition•ry Russi• most of the intelligentsia 

h•d been either pilrt of the exploiting cl•sses or 

closely •ssociilted with the l•tter. Under the 

building of •nd consolid•tion of socialism, these 

differences dis•ppeilred. The bul'k of the intelligentsi• 

today do not differ their objective relationship 

to the means of prodictuicn •nd their ethnic•l •nd 

political attitudes. The developed soci•lism is 

bringing intelligent.siii and working class tog~ther. 

In the first plilce, the growth in the number 

of the intelligentsi• hils be"en shilrp and •t • more 

head long process th•n ilny other soci•l groups in 

the generally employed population of the USSR. 4 8 

Als(\ the membership in this group h•s lost the 

elit~ reaning it may have had in the past. Th~ 

prcfess ions of eng1.neer, teacher, physic iiins ~ 

economist iH'rl •gronomist, have come to exist on the 

same mass scales ilS workers' tr•des. T~ ma.s.s 

4 8. See Tiible 4. 
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char~ter of the professions of intelligentsia as 

well as the elimination cf the social, cultural, 

and material barriers that formerly hindered the 

work.ing people from access to this stratum h•s opened 

broetd pot~ntial for filling the intelligentsia with 

th~ pe.opel of working class as well of peasant 

origin. 

Secondly, unlike the past a large number of 

i nte ll_igen-ts ia today ls e-ngaged in the sphere c-f 

ma·teri•l production, by the end of 19-60s over 40 ~r 

cent of the intelligentsia, which rose to 7 million 

persons in 1970 were e-ngaged in ~terial producti0n.49 

As a result of a'bove development, the majority 

of profce:s.s ional intelligentsia engaged in material 

produc-tion are employed as members of large work 

fcrces and are subject to their discipline organization 

and f-nt·ere:st. Furtheremore, in the course of STR, 

t !!ere has been an increas-e in the group of profess io~ls 

49. _See Tilble s. 
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chose work differs little frcm thiit of workers 

in terms of the degree to which it is sub-divided. 50 

Thus, tod•y in •ddition to the s•me reliitionship 

to property, the participiition in miiteri•l production 

collectivity size of work stiiff •nd the arg•nised 

n•ture of work creiited close convergence between 

subst•nti•l str•t• of intellfg,entsi• •nd the working 

cla.s.s. The c-onvergence, however, is OO't complete 

•ne s.tgni:fic•nt functioncl differences persist between 

the enginee:ring i~rtd technologic•! intelligentsi• •rd 

the production workers iiS such. These differences 

will di.~iippear cnly with further fundiiment•l ch•nge 

in thl'! chil:racter •nd content of liibour in the course 

o£ the reorg•niziltion of miiteri-•1 •nd intellectu•l 

~-oduction uriler the influence of the STR •nd with 

furthe-r d'evelopment of soc !iil rel•tie>nsh!-ps. For 

the in:telligentsi• continues to dif£er from the 

wo.rldng cl&.ss in level of culture iind life style. 

SO. Go~rdon •nd Klopov, n.46,. p.253. 
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In conclusion, th~ social structure of the 

Sovi~t society by the mid 197Cs hed thus become 

developed uoo~r d-~v~loped socialism. This ~turity 

was d~termined by the degree of ~liminiltion of 

existing socio-cl•ss dinstinctions, by soclety's 

readiness for the processes of obliteritt!ng distinctio.ns 

betw-t!'en classes, str•tum, soc iill section and groups. 

The relev•nt process of obliteration o-f soc:i•l distinctions 

be-e~-ee'n the working cl•-ss and the collectiv~ farm 

pe-il:Sil:ntry, betw:~-e-n them ilnd intell ig~nts 1•, betw;een 

manuill and """ental liil:x:>ur, betwe~n town and country, 

as well ils of their dritwing together took- pl•ce on 

the hils 1-s o£ t~ hlgh achievement in the development 

of the productive forces, •chievem~nts in improving 

d istribu~t-io-n uxl I•-bo~ur conditions ildvimces in the 

skills, !'n4l-teria! il:nd cul tur•l l~v-els of working 

people, in tMtr political ilctivity arrl p•rticip•tion 

in admtnistring S(JC.l-il..l •rtillrS. 

The w-erkin-g clilss which numbered •lmost 66 

million a_nd - fll.-d,• up 56 per c~nt of th~ employed 

population in 1975 was the most ildv•ux:ed, org•nised 
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and ledd ing social groups: the proportion of highly 

educ«ted and skilled workers in increesing. As the 

chief productive force and •s the c•rrier of techno-

logical progress it holds the leading position in 

51 the system of socialist sociel reletions. 

Although the collective f•rrn pe.-s«ntry as • 

whole decreesed ih terms of size «rrl proportion in 

the soci«l structure, its most cetv.nced sector 

connected with technology, i.e. m.itChine oper•-tors, 

is ste•dily growing. This brings the allia,nce 

of the working cl.-s:s and the pec:s•ntry to • new end 

more equal level. 

The str•t• of intelligentsia a-nd office employees 

have also urrlergone qualitative and quantitative 

c hnages. The tncreC:s ing groiolth ra-tes o:f the 

scientific end technological int-elligent-sia tn the 

recent years have erected even brocd-er prospects 

51. v. Semenov, Reprint-s from t~ Soviet Press, 

{New York) Vol.16, n.7. 6 April, 1973, p.13. 
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for th~ d~v~lopm~nt of l•bour which combin~s 

m~nt•l ilnd m•nu•l functio~s. Thus th~ g•p 

betwe~n the work~rs ilnd collective f•r~r on 

the one hilnd ilnd th~ intell igents 1• ilnd off ice 

employees on th~ other h•v~ consid~rilbly b@~n 

bridg~ new pehnomen• in the structure of the 

Soviet socie-ty. 
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TABLE - I 

GRO~TH OF INDUSTRIAL OL~ PUT (1960-1965) 

Gross Iooustri•J 

output ( Thous•nd 

millio·n roub1.es) 

1960 

155 

1965 

234 

1965 % of 1960 

15% 

Source: L. Brezhnev, Report' of the Centr«l Committee of the 

CPSU to the 2nd Congress of the CPSU, ,!n 23rd Congress 

of the CPSU, (Moscow, 1966). 
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TABLE - 2 

TRAINING AND UPGRADATION OF ~·JORKERS 

Grwdwtion of workers 
from tr~de & technic•l 
schools ( Thous•nds) 

-ratio thereof to 
•ver•ge •nnu•l number 
of workers % 

Number of workers 
t•ught new occupations 
•rrl skills of enterprises 

194 0 

1606 

• nd 1 ns t it u t ions ( Tho us • nd s ) 

-r•tio thereof to •verage 
num~r of workers % 

Number of workers given 
upgrading tr•ining •t 
enterprises wnd insti-
tutions ( Thous•rrls) 

-r•tio there of to ~ver•ge 
•nnu•l number of wor1<:ers 
% 

7.0 

1472 

6.4 

1950 1960 

493 741 

1.8 1.7 

2326 2807 

8.4 6.3 

3490 5358 

12.6 12 .1 

1965 197 c 

1100 1638 

2.6 

2407 4500 

7.3 

7225 9000 

13.4 14.5 

Note: These d•t• do not: include informwtion on the tr•ining of 
skilled personnel in collective f•rms or in ~ id con-ses 
in the gener•il schools. 

Source: Cited in L.A. Gordon •nd E.V. Klopov, •The Soci•l development 
of the Working Clwss of the USSR, Soviet ~w & Govt., 
Vol.ll, no.3~ Winter 1972-73, p.244. 
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TABLE - 3 

NUMBER OF PERSONS WITH HIGHER AND SECONDARY SPECIALISED 
EDUCATION EMP~YED IN THE SOVIET ECONOMY AND THEIR SHARE 
IN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WCRKERS & OFFICE PERSONNEL 

1928 1941 1950 1960 1965 

Number of Pro-
fession•ls .5 2.5 3.3 P.8 12 .1 
(Millions) 

As % of tot•l 
number of workers 4.5 7.0 8.0 14.0 15.5 •nd office per-
sonnel 

Note: Office Personne.l hiive been t•ken for white coll•r 
employed. 

Source: Gordon •nd Klopcv, 'The Soci•l development of the 
'oriorking Cl•ss of the USSR •, Sov !et ww & Govt., 
Vol.11, no.3, ~inter 1972-73, p. 252. 

1970 

16.8 

1 A. 8 



CONCLUSION 
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The Social Structur~ symbolises the nature of 

d~velopment of • society. It helps us to understaoo 

• socjety and H:s dynamics in a systematic manne-r. 

Every society has its own social structure. Their 

social structures are qualitatively different depending 

on their prevailing socio-economic system, e.g. 

capitalist and socialist. 

In the feudal soci~ty, feudal land lords 

were dom-inat~ng society. They were the ru1in-g 

class. In the cepitalist society, capitalists dominate 

the society. We co.nfind ell types of inequalities in 

tnese societies. There are indeed conflicting 

perceptions of what constitutes social structure. 

Herbert Spencer elaborated social structure for 

the first time. Later it was defined by different 

sociologists in different ways. 

In the 'structural analysis, the basic unit 

is the 'role, i.e., a complex of behaviour expectatfons 

which are associated "Nith a given social position or 

status, the human individual in the fullness of his 
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expressions figures only as an incumbent of such 

position anc 'player' of a role. The relation 

between roles aoo their agglcme~at ions around certain 

institutional spheres (occupations, education, 

family, politics etc.) are expressed by the concept 

of function that is to say, by their latent or 

explicit (Manifesto) consequence for the functioning 

of the total structure. Thus, the structure of a 

society, in such an approach.* pres·ents itself in its 

most formal aspects as a functional system the units 

of whjch are social roles and role sets. 

Marxism, on the other hand,vfsualizes a 

socio-economic system that liberates humanity from 

all kinds of exploitation, demonstrates the connection 

of social classes with a particular phase of the 

development of production a~0 consequently reveals 

the functional structure (the division of labour 

and private property) which serves iiS the basis of 

the existence of the corresponding social gr9ups. 

Thus, it also makes it possible to approach 

scientifically both the organizational structure of 
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society and social action. 

Since Marx's main concern was social change, 

the cat.eg~ory of social structure th~refore wa.s 

no more than a tool to tackle this problem, his 

theory of a corss-section of society arrested in 

time, in particular, not a theory of social stratifi-
I 

cation but a tool for the explanation of change in 

total societies. 

Soviet society is based on Marxism and Leninism, 

and so only by applying the Marxia:n approach we can 

understaoo and study social structure in the Soviet 

Union. 

The Marxist theory, the social structure of 

• socialist society is not marked by the absence of 

classes or strata. The social inequality that persists 

during the stage of socialism is a legacy from 

antagonistic social orders. Because of social nature 

of property there is equality of all members in 

relation to the means of production. There are no 

antipodal or antagonistic social groups in a socialist 
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society. But di£:£eri!n:es still remain in relation 

to socialist property associat~ with its existence 

in two principal forms. (wor1dng class .end the collectlve 

form peasantry} am in de-grei! of utilization of property 

(this is the basis for differences under socialism 

between workers of differing skills and complexity of 

labour, between personnel in mental and manual labour, 

between urban and rural residents. 

Since the differe-nces of the first type in 

relation to the means of production are not inherent 

in the first phase of communism, i.e. socia1is,m, they 

are overcome more rapidly than the differences of the 

second type. In lol'lJ run, 1 t is expected, the differences 

between town and country, and between skill and non-skill 

will also disappear. 

Marxist-Leninist analysis of social structure, 

an important pla·n<: of building up the theoretical as 

well as material basis of the social system in the 

Soviet Union, even though it faced serious problems, 

in the initial stage with the land lords, kulaks and 
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with the bourgeoise they overcome itll t.bes~ difficulties. 

After the Bols.hevik revolutio·n l.am was nationalised 

&:oo w-es given rent free to peas:an:ts.. The red i.str-ibJticn 

of land through the Decree of January 1918 was a ma;or 

step tow-ards minimizing differe,ntiation i.n soci-&:1 

structure. All industrial, financial and trade 

enterprises were nationalized. The Decree on workers 

control led to sever-&:l ·factori-es being take:n over 

by workers. The Declariit.i.on of the Rights of the 

people:s of Rus-si• procl.iii:med the equality and 

s-overeignty of all national.itie-s in t:he country, 

t~ir right to free self-determinat.ion am the abolition 

of all natL-·n•l privileges, the free development of· 

all national minorities and ethi nographic groups. 

These were some of the drastic steps taken by Soviet 

government during the initial stage to build a soc i•l ist 

society. In the latter stages, particularly during 

Hew Economic Policy (NEP) period some concessions 

were given to the private pro-;:·erty_ owners, but 

withdrawn subsequently in late 1920s and 1930s. 

Along with collectivization and iooustrie.lization was 
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abolished «11 types of class ineql.:clities. 

The education ·syst~m was rrade uniform w:ith dul! 

l!mphasis ov~r physical end non manual training 

so that the comrt>.on c1ifferenciation betWI!en n•~ntal 

and manual labour can be elim-inated. The main thrust 

of planned egalitarianizm was to bri-ng a revolu

tionary change in the social structure by way cf 

de-class :ing t:~ r:o:s.s-ess iv:.e class-es a:nd also 

through the f.linL<•ization of w~g~ dif-f~r~nces so 

that re-emercence of the qual it i-s coulc be 

prevented. Compl~te equality was not and could 

not be a Bolshev:il< a!rr during the years fcllcwjng 

the revoh;tion, but what Lenin wanted was tc 

ensure the rule of the proletariat in order to 

prepare the back ground of socialjst construction. 

Even the wage differentials were narrowed 

down to a large extent in the initial y-ears of 

war c6mmunism (1°18-,1). In this process the pre

revolutionary class structure of Soviet society was 
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largely destroyed# part1•1ly during the phase of 

revolutionary tcrmoil end partially as a result 

of ccncious design. The basic stratified social 

groups in the initial stage were the bourgeoisfl!, 

the petty bourgeoise, peasantry and the proletariat. 

The initial period of industrialization and 

collectivization ( 1928-3 O) helped in eliminating 

the I<ulcks and NEP men and also attempted to remove 

the fundamental ccntradicti~n in the Soviet economy 

existing between sccial ist industry and private 

agriculture. 

Since the end of 1950s there were qualitative 

changes in the Soviet social structure. The year 

1959 saw an important politica-l event in the Soviet 

Union. The extraordinary Twenty-first congress of 

the CFSU was held in 1959 which ex•mined i*nd endorsed 

the basic direct~ons of the Seven year plan of 

development of the national economy (1959-65). 
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The Congress reflected extensiv,ely on the concept 

of building the material and technical ba.se of 

communism in the USSR, provided a new stimulus 

to the development of a new social structure in 

the USSR with the help of STR. This period is very 

i~nt in the Soviet history. 

With the acquisition of the new advanced 

skills and higher education by the peopl-e cutting 

across socio-economic distinctions, ~ both the 

pre-requisits and result of tr~ STR, the increase 

i_n s.ocia.l wealth and its equitable distribution among 

the people, with special emphasis to favcur aoo upl ist 

the lower strata of the population, there has come 

about a further, narrcwjng of the socio-.economic and 

cultural differences between t~e work~ng class and 

the intelligentsia, the ped.santry d:ld intelligentsia 

and so ·..O.ft and so forth. The trend of homogeneity and 

convergence among tne people of different classes 

and str~ta h•ve been taking place at ~ higher level. 

This is also illustrated by another significant change 

in Soviet social structure, namely, the reduction in 
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the number of the peasantry and mcnual workers, 

which means their absorption (through upgrading 

of skills and education) into the intellegentsia 

and skilled labour force. This also means increase 

in the number o£ the latter groups. 

Another trend to be noted is the emergence of 

-:.inter - collective form cooperatio-n and agro-industrial 

integrati"On which has been abl i tercti.ng the tred !tiona! 

features o£ c-ollective farms. This in e.ssociation 

with the application of the achievements .of the STR 

to the rur•l s-ector have creeted cond 1 tions whereby 

another traditional and inherited distinction between 

rural •nd urban areas is being gredually bridged. 

The trend of convergence and homogeneity, 

however is not yet completed. Significant functional, 

socio-economic and cultural differences persist 

among different classes and groups in the Soviet 

society.sb': is the case with the differences between 

rural- arrl urban a-reils, agriculture and industry arrl 

and so on. With further development of so~ialism and 
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its wider application to the society, ilTrl industrial!-

zetion on an intensive scale can eliminete in the 

cou..-se of time the difference existing at present. 

In this period, there has also been new 

developments in the class structure. Working clilss 

is developing numerically, peas•ntry has been reduced. 

Intellegentsia has changed its old nature. Today•s 

intellegentsia belongs to working class socio-occupational 

strat& are developing because of intensive industriill i-

zation, scientific and technological revolution. 

I 

The trend is towards the coming together 

of various social cl•-sses and groups in their cultur•l, 
I 

sociill and economicill ·life. 
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